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ABSTRACT 

In this exploratory study the writer aims to gain some insight (Wolcott, 1994, 

p.422) into the nature of parent perceptions of the teaching and learning of 

primary school mathematics and what these insights can suggest in improving 

parent involvement in the mathematics learning of their children. 

Data from the parents of five families, each with at least one child attending a 

public primary school in the Australian Capital Territory (ACT), were used. 

The writer argues that parents believe they have a role to play in the mathematics 

education of their children. Parents recognise that there has been a change in the 

nature of school mathematics since they went to school and that they need 

assistance from teachers to enable them to contribute in a positive way to 

maximise mathematics learning outcomes for children. 
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CHAPTER I INTRODUCTION 

Background 

"Who succeeds and who fails at school is being decided outside the school, 

primarily by family factors. Family factors outweigh school factors in 

determining educational success" (Eastman, 1989, p.19). Parents can be a vital 

resource in the education of their children. Before this resource can be 

effectively utilised it is necessary to understand parent perceptions of schooling, 

and how these perceptions influence children's learning. This research will focus 

on parent participation and parent perceptions specifically in the mathematics 

education of their children. 

The writer, a primary school teacher with over twenty years teaching experience, 

who has also been actively involved in parent organisations associated with her 

own children's schools, has observed a great number of parents anxious to assist 

their children with mathematics. A desire to assist parents to work with their 

children to improve learning outcomes in mathematics led the writer to undertake 

this study, to investigate parents' perceptions of the teaching and learning of 

primary school mathematics. 

A generation has passed between the time of the parents' schooling and that of 

their children. In that time there have been considerable changes in the 

philosophy of mathematics education, mathematics content knowledge, 

mathematics pedagogy, the role of parents in education and the relationship 

between children and teachers. 
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Studies undertaken, particularly during the last twenty years, have lead to a 

greater understanding of how children learn mathematics. Research suggests that 

the vast majority of children are capable of achieving at mathematics (Ginsburg 

& Allardice, 1984 ). 

Concerns that a large number of students were not achieving success in 

mathematics lead to the development, in Australia, of a national position 

statement on mathematics education, The National Statement on Mathematics for 

Australian Schools. This Statement acknowledges that, "mathematics pervades 

all aspects of our lives ... we need to aim for improvement in both access and 

success in mathematics for all Australians." (Australian Education Council, 

1991, p. l). 

Changes in the philosophy of mathematics from mathematics being perceived as 

objective, absolute truth, to that of a recognition of the fallibility of mathematics 

has lead to changes in the philosophy of mathematics education Ernest (1991). 

The learning principles outlined in A National Statement on Mathematics for 

Australian Schools include the belief that learners construct their own meaning 

from experiences and learning happens when existing conceptions are challenged 

in a social environment. This reflects a belief about mathematics education 

which is consistent with the social constructivist philosophy discussed by Ernest 

(1991). 

The policy of the ACT Department of Education and Training is for school based 

curriculum development. The Mathematics Curriculum Framework of the ACT 

Department of Education and Training ( ACT Department of Education and 
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Training, 1994) is used as a guide by schools for curriculum documents. A 

National Statement on Mathematics for Australian Schools provides a basis for 

the Mathematics Curriculum Framework of the ACT. 

The nature of schooling has changed since the second world war and is 

demonstrated by a change from the traditional model to a situation today where 

greater school based management requires negotiation between the school and its 

community on school structures and curriculum. The traditional structures of 

schooling and curriculum were non-negotiable, with parents delivering their 

children into the care of the state (Kallantzis, Cope, Noble, & Poynting, 1990, 

p.242). 

The greater democratisation of the schooling process requires, in theory, parents 

to be informed about what is happening in schools so that they can participate in 

all those aspects of schooling which contribute to children's improved learning 

outcomes. 

The ACT Strategic Education Plan 1995-1998 ( ACT Department of Education 

and Training, 1995) has, as a planned outcome from the goal, to promote 

dynamic learning communities, 'parents participating in the education of their 

children and involved in their children 's progress and welfare '. This reflects a 

recognition of the need to develop a shared purpose between the child, parents 

and the schoo 1. 

Dramatic changes in conceptions of mathematics content, and models of teaching 

and learning, have occurred since many parents were at school (Australian 
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Education Counci], 1991; NCTM, 1989). The mathematics that most parents 

experienced was characterised by fixed sets of facts and procedures with the 

teacher as expert and the answers to all problems available in textbooks. 

Students learnt by listening to the teacher and practising examples. That 

experience is not what would be considered appropriate in today's schools. 

It is now acknowledged that students possess prior knowledge which shapes new 

learning and that learning takes place through active involvement of the student. 

In Everybody Counts (National Research Council, 1989 p.58) it is claimed that, 

'no one can teach mathematics. Effective teachers are those who can stimulate 

students to learn mathematics . ... students learn mathematics well only when they 

construct their own mathematical understanding. ' This construction of 

knowledge takes place in a social context (Clements, 1997). 

Although considerable research has taken place which supports current beliefs 

about the nature of mathematics and mathematics learning (Grouws, 1992), it 

remains that conflicting views exist among professionals and practitioners as to 

the teaching and learning of mathematics. Dossey (1992, p.42) argues that the 

conception of mathematics held by the teacher is critical to teaching practice. 

Raymond (1997) shows that teaching practice can be at odds with beliefs about 

the nature of mathematics. That ' ... deeply held, traditional beliefs about the 

nature of mathematics have the potential to perpetuate mathematics teaching 

that is more traditional, even when teachers hold non traditional beliefs about 

mathematics pedagogy. ' 

Ernest identifies three conceptions of mathematics; 
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• as dynamic problem solving 

• a static body of knowledge 

• a bag of tools, 

which can be included in any one teacher's concept of mathematics but which, at 

the same time can be contradictory (Thompson, 1992, p.132). There is no reason 

to doubt that parents, equally, hold such conflicting views. Preliminary 

discussions with parents would support this view. 

Several factors work together to constitute teacher knowledge in the mathematics 

classroom. Knowledge of subject matter, pedagogy, student thinking and teacher 

beliefs all work together to form a complex and dynamic learning environment. 

'Teachers have to take their complex knowledge and somehow change it so that 

their students are able to interact with the material and learn. This 

transformation ... is continuous and must change as students who are being taught 

change.· (Fennema & Franke 1992, p.162). Parents may have varying 

knowledge of subject matter and pedagogy but they have a great deal of 

knowledge of the child. This research clearly indicates that the knowledge 

parents have about their children will help the teacher support the child's 

learning. 

While there have been many programs developed in Australia ( Caimey et al, 

1995), and other countries ( Wolfendale & Topping, 1996) to improve parent 

participation in the area of children's literacy development, especially reading, 

little has been done to investigate parent perceptions in the area of mathematics 

education. How then is the parent resource to be effectively utilised? 
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The Problem 

Although there is ample evidence that parent involvement in children's education 

produces positive outcomes (Wolfendale, 1992; Eastman, 1989; Epstein, 1987) a 

review of the literature reveals few cases where parents have been consulted 

about the deveJopment of parent involvement programs to improve mathematics 

learning outcomes for children. This research plans to investigate parent 

perceptions of the teaching and learning of primary school mathematics. The 

data has to tell the story (Wolcott, 1994, p.10) and the writer has no preconceived 

ideas about what parent perceptions may be. 

Understandings gleaned from this study will be used to develop initiatives in 

home-school communications which support parents in their efforts to assist their 

children's mathematics learning. 
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CHAPTER2 REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 

Parent involvement in education 

There are many activities which constitute parent involvement and their common 

characteristic is tqat they in some way, "bring together the separate domains of 

home and school (Jowett & Baginsky, 1988, p.37). 

The right to a quality education for children is the principle which underlies the 

argument for parent involvement in education. Home related factors account for 

the greatest proportion of variability that occurs in student achievement (Caimey, 

Ruge, Buchanan, Lowe, and Munsie,1995; Bastiani, 1993; Eastman, 1989). 

Over 85% of a child's waking hours, up to the child's age of 16, are spent outside 

a formal school environment where parents are the most significant adult 

influence. Parents have been educating their children for many years before 

these children attend formal educational institutions. Schools offer specialist 

facilities and expertise to support families but do not replace the family once 

children reach school_ age. Through their continued influence parents often 

determine the effectiveness of teachers in schools (Macbeth, 1993). 

Wolfendale (1992, pp.7-8) identifies, from a review of relevant research, the 

following characteristics about parents which impact on the education of their 

children. 
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Parents; 

• care about their children's welfare and well being 

• want to do what they believe is in their child's best interests 

• want to cooperate, within the constraints of day to day living 

• will respond to invitations to participate in schools if they see a benefit to their 

child 

• are the primary educators of, and experts on, their children 

• often have vital infonnation on, and insights concerning, their children 

• and teachers' skills, insights and perspectives complement each other 

• should be included in decision making as well as infonnation receiving 

• have a right to be involved and to contribute. 

While it is acknowledged that family influences are paramount, research 

evidence from UK, Australia and USA shows that schools in which pupils do 

well are all characterized by good home school relations (Bastiani, 1993). These 

schools have, in common, aims to develop; 

• effective two way communication 

• accessibility in a variety of ways and at all reasonable times 

• ways in which parents can support and encourage their children 

• practical help 

• a sense of shared identity and common purpose - the beginnings at least of a 

genuine partnership 

The language used to describe the most effective role parents have in relation to 

their children's schooling is that of partnership. This relationship between 
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broadly, giving equal status to learning which takes place at home, preschool 

and school, with parents and teachers holding similar status. 

• Group 2 - parent role as subordinate and to support teachers. A difference in 

importance given to parents compared to teachers. Focus is on parents' role 

with regard to discipline and behaviour. 

• Group 3 - no educational role for parents but to support teachers. Education is 

defined by these parents as what took place at preschool and school. 

Children's educational progress is seen as the responsibility of teachers. 

• Group 4 - no educational role for parents. Education seen as the job of trained 

professionals. The parents' role is to select a good institution and the parents 

do not have a part in children's learning. 

While Russell warns that results from this preschool study cannot be assumed 

to apply to other areas of school education, his four categories for classifying 

parent beliefs about their role in children's education are useful for this study. 

Not all types of parent involvement produce measurable achievement in 

students. In a review of literature on parent participation and academic 

achievement (Ford, 1989) it was found that there was no difference in the 

academic achievement of those children whose parents were involved in school 

activities compared to those children whose parents were not involved. The 

activities referred to were not directly related to children's learning but were 

those activities like fundraising in which parents are often engaged. 



Barriers to parent involvement 

Greenwood & Hickman, (1991) identified several barriers to parent involvement 

in education. These included; 

• the attitudes and abilities of parents - some parents do not value education and 

do not see schools as 'a place of hope' while others feel powerless to 

influence schools. Still other parents believe education should be left to the 

experts. 

• work and poor health of parents 

• attitudes, knowledge and skills of teachers and administrators - some 

professionals don't know how to involve parents while others prefer to see 

parents in traditiona1 activities such as fundraising rather than as decision 

makers. 

The researchers concluded that parents need to feel welcome and be treated 

respectfully. 

Homework 

A study of high school students' achievement in standardized examinations 

showed a strong correlation between time spent on homework and student 

achievement. It was concluded that, "homework represents in both a practical 

and a symbolic fashion a link between home and school and an opportunity for 

parents to exert influence, and in some cases, offer help,. (Holmes & Croll, 1989 
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p.44). Keith et al's study {cited in Holmes & Croll, 1989) showed that, again, at 

the high school level, a measure of active involvement as simple as parents 

signing homework diaries, produced positive achievements when compared with 

children whose parents did not sign homework diaries. It was concluded that 

positive attitudes to homework, by parents, underpinned the signing process and 

that these attitudes were conveyed to children. 

Parents, in a study of parent participation in culturally diverse schools 

{Kallantzis, Gurney & Cope, 1992) were most insistent about the need for 

appropriate homework. It was through homework that parents learnt about their 

children's schoolwork and the children's ability to do the work. Ho.mework was 

described as pivotal between home and school and needed to be achievable in 

any home context and within the range of parents' time and resources. 

IMP ACT {Merttens & Vass, 1990), a project aimed at involving parents in the 

mathematics education of their children through organized homework, has 

several features which work to improve communication and understanding 

between parents and schools. Characteristics of the IMP ACT program include; 

• planning of mathematics curriculum several weeks in advance 

• introductory parent consultation 

• work sent home is connected with current classroom study 

• work covers all strands of the mathematics curriculum 

• opportunity for parents and students to report back on activities 

• parent meetings to discuss progress 

• child as tutor in the home to their parents 
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• regularity of engagement with the program 

Fundamental to the program is that parents work with their children on 

mathematics homework and the activities have a problem solving focus, 

consistent with current learning theory. A written parent response, on a weekly 

basis, is encouraged as an expression of the value of parent judgment. 

Clear goals, appropriate materials, transactional communications and evaluations 

are characteristics of Teachers Involve Parents in Schoolwork (TIPS), a process 

to increase parent invo.lvement in math and science learning activities which 

children do at home (Epstein, 1987). 

Some parent behaviours, associated with homework activities, produce negative 

learning outcomes for their children (Campbell & Mandel, 1990). A variety of 

parental factors effect mathematics achievement with high levels of help, 

pressure and monitoring found to have a negative influence on achievement 

while low levels of help, pressure and monitoring, together with psychological 

support, produce higher levels of achievement. 

Gender perspectives 

Gender perspectives has been an area in which researchers have studied the role 

of parents in influencing their children's mathematics attitudes and performances. 

Parents were seen by Eccles and Jacobs (1986) as having greater influence than 

teachers on children's attitude to mathematics. Mothers' beliefs, in particular, 

were shown to have greater influence on student attitudes than did actual results. 
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Research (Leder, 1992, p.613; Ma, 1997) illuminates the role parents play in 

mathematics learning outcomes for children with international studies showing 

that where mathematics receives strong home support for both sexes there is a 

correspondingly low level of gender difference in children's mathematics 

performance. Conversely where there are low levels of parental support for 

mathematics greater gender differences in performance exists. 

It can be concluded that there is a range of gender specific, parental aspirations 

and perceptions with regard to children's capabilities and choices in 

mathematics, and it is evident that, "we should take very seriously the impact of 

parental influence on children's educational and occupational choices." (Willis, 

1989). 

The fundamental assumption by Hess, McDevitt, & Chang, (1987) in their study 

of cultural variations in family beliefs about children's performance in 

mathematics was that these family beliefs about achievement influence both 

parents' behaviour and children's performance. The five attribution statements 

used by Hess, et al, were also used to inform this study. The findings show 

strong cultural differences in mothers' responses to high and low performance. It 

is suggested that the higher achievement of Chinese students when compared 

with their Chinese-American and Caucasian- American counterparts is due, in 

part, to Chinese parents' belief that performance is most strongly linked to an 

internal, controllable source, namely effort. The Chinese-American mothers 

believe that it is the duty of parents to instill in their children a good attitude 

towards school. While there were variations in the degree to which lack of effort, 
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on the part of mathematics learners, was identified as the main contributing 

factor in perfonnance, it was seen as the most important attribution across the 

three cultural groups. Parents used varying degrees of punishment and rewards 

to motivate children to miµce greater effort. Two factors over which parents have 

little control, that is, lack of abi1ity and poor teaching at school, were seen as 

almost as important as lack of effort in accounting for children's perfonnance in 

mathematics. 

Comparison with literacy studies 

A great deal more research has taken place in supporting parents to assist their 

children in literacy, particularly reading {Epstein, 1987, Caimey et al, 1995), than 

has been the case for numeracy. With regard to literacy achievement, Caimey et 

al {1995) see, as one of the most important issues to resolve, the mismatch that 

can occur between the home culture and school culture. They argue that the 

starting point is to develop- a partnership between home and school where there is 

an understanding of the way each defines, values and uses literacy. 

Stevenson and Newman ( 1986) identified differing patterns of influence that 

parents have on their children's mathematics and reading achievements and 

attitudes. This suggests that care needs to be taken in making generalizations 

about the development of attitudes related to achievement in academic activities. 

Efficacy 

Just as teachers have a sense of efficacy about what mathematics is and how it 

should be taught, and this is challenged by refonns in mathematics education 
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(Smith, 1996), the situation is similar for parents. While teachers have learned 

about changes through pre-service education and professional development, 

parents have only the memories of their own school experiences on which to base 

their sense of what mathematics ought to be for their own children. "Parents, 

themselves schooled in telling, are often at a loss to understand the goals and 

rationale of the reform and therefore cannot actively support their children's 

efforts to learn to think mathematically." (Smith, 1996, p.396) 

Hoover-Dempsey, Bassler, & Brissie,( 1992, p288) argue that parents who hold 

personal efficacy beliefs about their ability to help their children are more likely 

to become involved in their children's education. They noted that parents with 

tertiary education scored more highly on efficacy measures than parents who had 

only secondary education. At the same time they suggest that teachers who hold 

a strong sense of teaching efficacy are more likely to encourage parental 

involvement. They believe that teachers with a high sense of efficacy are more 

confident of their teaching skills. Student success is most likely when schools 

increase parents' sense of positive influence on their children's learning. 

Greenwood & Hickman ( 1991) argue that high efficacy teachers and parents are 

essential ingredients in successful parent involvement activities. 

Cultural difference 

For many teachers cultural differences become problems to be solved rather than 

attributes to be respected. Tomlinson's (1993, p.135) review of the work of 

several researchers shows that there is a well documented history of negative 
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teacher stereotyping of working class parents and many parents from ethnic 

minorities. Such stereotyping can inhibit positive parent-teacher communication 

with an often blame-the-parent attitude. 

KalJantzis, Guemey & Cope (1992) undertook a study of parent-school 

partnerships in culturally diverse schools in which it was concluded that there 

was only a limited role for parents because of a variety of limitations on their 

time and their expectations of schools. The parents studied wanted schools to be 

explicit about teaching practice and goals for student so that parents had the 

knowledge to respond to what was happening in schools rather than rely on 

speculation. Parents saw their role as encouraging their children to learn. 

Students from diverse cultural backgrounds attending these schools were often 

considered to be underachieving and the reasons given were associated with 

parents' inability to be directly involved in home learning experiences related to 

school work. 

One of the recommendations of the Professional Standards For Teaching 

Mathematics (NCTM, 1991) calls for mathematics pedagogy which builds on 

how students linguistic, ethnic, racial, gender and socioeconomic backgrounds 

influence their learning. The platform of the Mathematics Curriculum 

Framework (ACT Department of Education and Training, 1994) states that 

'mathematics learning should value and build upon what students know. 

Mathematics learning and teaching should be responsive to the variety of 

backgrounds, experiences, needs, interests, skills and knowledge of every student. 
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Effective communication with parents, the adults who best know their child 

(Eastman, 1989). is required for teachers to be able to glean this information. 

Parents and mathematics education reform 

While McRae claims that, 'judging yourself against mathematics is a 

sophisticated skill that requires knowledge about the historical and social 

construction of mathematics· (cited in Lukin & Ross, 1997, p.25), a knowledge 

of parent's views on their own mathematics schooling experience may provide a 

context for understanding parent beliefs about their children's mathematics 

education. 

Problems which can develop if parents aren't adequately informed and consulted 

are detailed by Dillon ( 1993). In a study involving the implementation of 

teaching practices consistent with reform recommendations (NCTM 1989), at the 

second grade level of schooling, parents almost brought the project to a halt 

because of their concerns that their children were not getting "the best education 

possible". Some parents, who had not attended the initial information session 

about the project, became concerned when their children brought home school 

work which was different from what their children had traditionally done. 

Children also spoke about working with partners in class to do much of their 

mathematics work and these parents believed that children should work on their 

own. Parents who had attended the information session and had seen the children 

at work in the classroom were supportive of the project and also reported 

enthusiasm for mathematics in their children. While positive comments 

outweighed negative ones many parent expectations about what they believed 
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second grade mathematics should look like were not fully realized by the project 

so doubts developed in some parents. Pressure was exerted on the school Board 

to investigate the project and the school administration became acutely aware of 

the influence and power a minority of parents can have with regard to curriculum 

change. This study concluded the need to take into account beliefs about 

teaching and learning held by participants in the school community. Further 

development of the project took into consideration parents' and educators' 

concerns, with a working relationship between the parties informed by current 

research knowledge. A conclusion reached was that parents can play a powerful 

but often unpredictable role in influencing educational change. While parents' 

focus on the needs of their own child can hinder a broader view of school reform 

efforts, it remains that change will be closely scrutinized to ensure 'what is best' 

for students. 

"lfwe want people to behave differently, we must create the conditions under 

which it will be both easy and attractive for them to do so" (Mackay, 1994, 

p.224). Parents may better support school programs if they are given the 

opportunity to understand them. Simon (1993) argues that it is necessary for 

educators who want to change paradigms to speak the language of those who are 

following the traditional paradigm. This requires reformers in mathematics 

education to structure programs so that participants don' t feel threatened or 

uncomfortable and that some aspects of the reforms are familiar. There is a need 

for educators to recognize that parents have not had the sets of experiences in 

mathematics education which have led to educators' understandings about the 
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need for refonn and parents need to be given a variety of experiences to assist in 

their understandings. 

Leaders in mathematics education refonn who express concern and frustration at 

the less than anticipated acceptance of the need for such reform acknowledge the 

problems associated with not adequately including parents in the reform process. 

Price (1996) reflects that efforts to inform parents about the Standards in USA 

have fallen short and this has led to some parents calling for a 'return to basics' 

while other parents question the rigor of current mathematics education practice. 

Burrill (1997, p.60) says, 'our challenge is to help children and their parents 

understand that mathematics is about thinking and listening - a very basic skill.' 

'Many scholars have not examined the cultural level as one composed of beliefs 

and attitudes held by community members that influence what these individuals 

believe should (and will allow to) occur in classrooms', (Dillon, 1993, p.72). 

This study provides such an examination of beliefs and attitudes of parents of 

primary school aged children concerning the teaching and learning of 

mathematics. 
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CHAPTER3 METHODOLOGY 

Overview 

This exploratory study, based on five case studies, sought to investigate parent 

beliefs and practices concerning their children's learning of primary school 

mathematics. 

Data from the parents of five families, each with at least one child attending a 

public primary school in the Australian Capital Territory (ACT), were used. 

Each participant met with the researcher once, for approximately one hour, to 

present their views and experiences on a range of questions related to their own 

and their children's experiences of school mathematics. These views were 

expressed through interviews and questionnaires. 

Design and Analysis 

Even though Wolcott ( 1994) favours the use of single case studies, a multiple

case design was chosen for this study as an underlying assumption was that each 

case would show replication logic in which case they would either predict similar 

results or produce contrasting results but for predictable reasons. (Yin, 1994, 

p.46). 

In no way were the cases chosen intended to be a sampling of the parent 

population. This study sought information from parents about issues which they 
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believed were relevant to children•s learning of mathematics and what they 

believed the parent's role was in this learning process. Parents from five families 

constituted the five case studies. 

Similarities and differences between parent perceptions about how their children 

learnt mathematics, and the issues they thought important to this learning. were 

sought. 

The interview was of a survey form with structured questions. Both parents were 

interviewed, separately, to get as complete a picture as possible of home 

influences on mathematics learning. 

The first interview questions were structured to elicit the parents' recollections of 

their own school mathematical experiences. Parent's: 

• own recollections of their school mathematical experiences were sought to 

determine the extent to which these experiences influenced parent beliefs 

about what mathematics should be for their own children. 

• description of what they believed the school mathematical experiences were 

for their children was sought. 

• level of confidence in discussing their children•s progress with the class 

teacher and their evaluation of responses given by these teachers was sought. 

• response to the statement that they were the primary educators of their 

children was sought. 

• suggestions of ways in which they would like to be involved in the 

mathematical education of their children were investigated. 
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To provide multiple sources of evidence which would make the findings of this 

study more convincing two questionnaires were also used with each participant. 

Subjects 

The school Principal was consulted to identify parents who she thought would be 

willing to participate in this study. 

The criteria for selection was that parents had children in primary school. 

The school Learning Assistance (LA) Coordinator was consulted to identify 

children who needed learning assistance in mathematics. Following this parents 

of children who were in this LA group were selected and also parents of children 

not identified as needing learning assistance were selected. 

Parents of children from the two distinct groups were sought to determine if there 

were any identifiable differences in parent responses which could be directly 

related to their children's level of achievement in school mathematics. 

While the Learning Assistance Coordinator identified more than one child who 

was experiencing difficulty, to an extent well below their age cohort, only one 

family considered that their child was in this category. This issue was not raised 

by the researcher with the parents concerned but did highlight a problem of 

communication, the pursuit of which was outside the scope of this study. 

Both parents, in each family selected, were subjects of the research. 
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All parents interviewed had at least one child attending an ACT government 

primary school. 

Study Instruments 

Three instruments, two questionnaires and a structured interview, were used in 

this study. 

I chose to use these three instruments to develop "converging lines of 

inquiry "(Yin,1994, p.92). The multiple sources of evidence provide multiple 

measures of similar phenomenon. This will help provide evidence of consistency 

across the results. 

Attribute Questionnaire 

The first questionnaire contained five attribute statements on student ability and 

experiences of mathematics. These statements were selected on the basis of 

previous research (Hess et al, 1987) to determine relative success conditions ( or 

relative lack of success conditions). 

Parents were first asked to reflect on only one of their primary school aged 

children when they responded to this questionnaire. Parents needed to decide if 

their child was an able mathematics student. If so they were given the attributes 

expressed in the affirmative. If they considered their child to be experiencing 

difficulties in mathematics they were given the statements in the negative. 
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Parents were asked to identify the relative importance of each statement to their 

child's learning of mathematics by apportioning ten counters to these 5 attributes 

which they believed represented how their child learnt mathematics. 

The aim of this activity was to focus parents on the relative importance of 

attributes that influenced their child's learning of mathematics. 

The five statements used were; 

• My child has/does not have natural ability for mathematics. 

• My child tries/does not try hard in mathematics. 

• My child has/does not have good teaching at school in mathematics 

• My child has/does not have good teaching/help at home in mathematics 

• My child has been/has not been lucky in mathematics 

Nature and Learning of Mathematics Questionnaire 

This comprised fourteen statements used by Costello, Home and Munro (1991) 

to get parents to reflect on what they thought about the nature of mathematics and 

how it is learnt. In this study parents were asked to respond to each statement by 

indicating whether they agreed, disagreed or did not know. 

Parents were also asked to respond to the same statements as they applied to their 

beliefs about what constituted teachers' opinions. 

The fourteen statements used were; 
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• Children shouldn't be encouraged to argue about the mathematical idea that 

they are learning. 

• You should accept mathematical ideas as they are: there is no room for 

questioning them. 

• Children learn mathematics best by being taught rules and formulae 

• You must take care to avoid making errors in mathematics 

• Drawing pictures of mathematical ideas is a waste of time 

• Making mistakes in mathematics means that you are not doing well 

• Children shouldn't be encouraged to talk about how they learn mathematics; 

this is a waste of time and doesn't help them to do better. 

• You learn mathematics best when you train yourself to remember how to use 

the formulae. 

• You are either good at mathematics or you are not; you can't do much about 

it. 

• Mathematics isn't meant to be used to solve everyday problems; learning rules 

and formulae help you to think better. 

• Children learn mathematics best by being told exactly what to do. 

• When learning mathematics children shouldn't take risks; they should know 

what to do. 

• AJthough you can learn other subjects by trying out ideas and experimenting, 

you can't learn mathematics that way. 

• Getting the right answer as quickly as possible is the most important thing in 

mathematics. 
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Parent Interviews 

After the questionnaires were completed parents took part in a semi-structured 

interview which was tape recorded. Although a set of questions was asked of the 

parents they were also encouraged to elaborate on any points of interest which 

arose. Questions guiding the interview were; 

• What were your own experiences of school mathematics? 

• What do you think mathematical experiences are for your own children? 

• How confident do you feel talking to teachers about your child's performance 

in mathematics? 

• How do you feel about responses given by teachers when you discuss your 

child's performance in mathematics? 

• How do you react to the statement - you are the primary educator of your 

child. 

• How would you like to be involved in the mathematics education of your own 

children? 

• How do you think children will use mathematics in their lives? 

• What do you think mathematics is? 

Procedure 

A pilot study, using one of the five identified families, was carried out to test the 

procedure as outlined below. As a result of the pilot study the instruments were 

confirmed. 
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After parents were identified they were contacted by phone to seek their 

cooperation in the project. This phone call detailed the purpose of the study and 

the amount of time required by them to participate. An appointment was made 

for a meeting at which the parents were interviewed separately. Each interview 

took approximately one hour. The interview took place in the parents' home. 

Each parent completed the questionnaires before the interview took place. This 

procedure was followed to give parents an idea of the scope of the inquiry. 

Transcripts were made of each interview then these transcripts were used, along 

with the two questionnaires, to write up case studies for each group of parents. 
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CHAPTER4 CASE STUDIES 

"When you emphasize description, you want your reader to see what you saw." 

(Wolcott, 1994, p.412) 

Introduction 

In this chapter each parent is introduced in the overview at the beginning of each 

case study presentation. The data for the overview is from the individual 

interviews. Each case is presented with a description organised under twelve 

sub-headings. These sub-headings were derived from an examination of the data 

from all the sources. These case study descriptions have been collated from the 

multiple sources. A summary, in the form of a short analysis, follows each 

description. 

Case Study One 

Overview. 

Tom 

This father does not believe that his children try hard at anything. "well I don 't 

think my kids try hard at anything. That's just my view. " While he believes that 

the boys can sit down and do a work sheet, if the activity requires more thought 

and personal input they have more difficulty because, " ... it comes back to being 

unsure of exactly what is required ... " 
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Tom, believes that, although he doesn't try particularly hard at anything, he has 

"a natural ability with anything". When he attended school Tom doesn't 

remember having any difficulties with mathematics although he says he did not 

study mathematics at a high level. 

His own experience of mathematics was that there were lots of drill and practice 

activities, "I remember doing all the drills for the times tables and remembering 

all that sort of stuff and just working through problem after problem for long 

division ". 

Tom does not believe that he understood what he was being taught in 

mathematics. He did not choose a higher level mathematics because he reasoned, 

" ... what do I want to do this for .. .I want things that applied to the real world, 

not some abstract thing. " At the same time Tom said all the memorising he did 

didn't worry him. 

For his own children's experience of mathematics at school Tom saw language 

playing a greater role. This was a particular problem for the eldest son who was 

experiencing language difficulties. "There has been a problem anyway with his 

language skills .. . separating the wheat from the chaff and which bits are 

important. It 's difficult for him so it's probably not the best way for him to do 

maths. . .. whereas if you give him a work sheet he will work through it and come 

up with 99% of the answers correct. " 

Tom didn't know if there was as much emphasis on computation as he had 

experienced but, "of course the kids can rely on calculators now ... there are 
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things they don't have to worry about." When asked if children today are taught 

to understand more about mathematics his emphatic response was, " I certainly 

hope so." 

Tom has not talked to teachers about his children's mathematics because, "we 

haven 't had quite the problems with mathematics .. . " There had been ongoing 

difficulties with other curriculum areas which required a level of communication 

with the school. At teacher interviews Tom felt the focus of discussion was 

general rather than on a specific curriculum area. 

After expressing concern about the eldest child's progress in grade two, the 

teacher said, "they 're doingfine ... they will work it out eventually ... or fall in 

place." This was accepted by Tom. His concerns existed because, at the time, 

he was in the army and the family had moved from Queensland to NSW and the 

grade names had different meanings in each state. In retrospect Tom believes the 

schoo1 placed the son in the wrong grade, "now knowing what we know ... there 

is no way that he should have been put into grade two ... he should have gone to 

grade one. " 

Tom feels that the ongoing problems of this son relate to this error but that the 

family did not have the understanding of the system to insist on what they 

wanted. 

The second child has only been at the one school, and, on seeing the work that he 

has done, Tom says in reflecting on the eldest child's schooling, "my feeling is 

they should not have made that mistake ... if we had known ... we probably would 
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have forced the issue ... may well have not allowed it to happen ... and said, he's 

going into grade one and that's that!" 

Tom was angry that, while teachers at school were telling parents that children 

should not repeat grades, those teachers he knew socially behaved differently 

with their own children. "Almost every single one of then and that's probably 

five or six, have had at least one child that they have held back, and yet every 

single teacher that you talk to about your own child tells you, no we can't do 

that." 

Tom believes that his eldest child has a problem with short tenn memory and has 

missed out on some language skills development. 

Tom's comment on communication from the school was that they waited til1 the 

end oftenn report to advise the parents of a student's progress when a problem 

was evident months before. He felt that the parents had a right to be told 

immediately a problem was identified, " ... it happened two months ago you know, 

why weren 't we told so we could have dealt with it straight away, fu:ed the 

problem up." Tom suggested a phone call to the parents would be appropriate as 

the school has everyone's phone nwnber. 

Tom feels that children who are achieving are given extra work but if a child is 

having difficulties there does not seem to be much help from the school. "Those 

that can 't do it are ... pushed to the side. In primary school there doesn 't seem to 

be much in the way of ... extra help ... you 've really got to go and chase them. 
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There seems to be places for high fliers but none for the kids that need more 

help" 

Tom suggested that handouts could be given to parents to suggest ways in which 

they cou]d assist their chi]dren's learning. Tom believes that the focus of school 

should be on getting al] chi]dren to achieve satisfactorily and it is only after this 

occurs that any remaining resources be put into high achievers, .. I think this 

whole school system is back to front." 

Tom is definite that parents are the primary educators of their children, 

"absolutely, it all starts from the parents ... but we can only take it so 

far ... parents give direction ... using your more mature analytical skills ... " With 

support from the school parents cou]d do a lot more for their children but Tom 

be1ieves that parents don't get near enough infonnation from the school, "its very 

difficult to know what sort of level ... so you've got to chase it up." 

Tom's identified need was to have information on a week to week basis and that 

all work done at home was to be a follow up on what was already learnt at 

school. Homework, if any, should be simple reinforcement activities of what 

children have done at school. Tom be]ieves that the two chi]dren who receive 

homework have, "absolutely no interest in it what so ever. " Tom recognised 

that what is expected of students is something new to him, he doesn't have any 

experience of what is required, "we don 't see the model and that's where our 

greatest difficulty is." He has no idea of what level other children perfonn at but 

suspects that parents do much of children's work. He says Helen and he want 

their children to do the work themselves but they will, "give them direction, give 
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them incentives, give them all the help that we possibly can. We've gone out to 

buy complete new encyclopedias, CD ROMS. They get taken to the 

/ibrary ... anything that needs photocopying, scanning, anything like that. " 

Some teachers appreciate and value parents' efforts to help their children and 

Tom believes that Helen has put in more work than he has. 

The children haven't had any problems with mathematics and Tom feels it's 

sufficient to know how well the children are going. He is confident of his own 

mathematical ability and feels he is able to evaluate the children's progress 

without consulting the teacher. 

Helen 

Helen saw herself as the best student in the class at mathematics and her 

experiences were very positive. She never had a female mathematics teacher and 

the prevailing attitude of the time was that girls could not do mathematics, "kind 

of made me quite angry. " Her response to her male grade six teacher was, "what 

he said about girls not being good at mathematics just made me work harder. " 

Helen describes herself as having not been popular at school so what people 

thought about her or her work did not concern her, "well, I knew you were not 

liked if you got all A's but that once you are not liked you don 't care that much." 

That she performed well at mathematics did not seem to be remarkable to 

Helen's family, "/can't remember it being made a fuss of ... my brothers were 

pretty good at mathematics ... it wasn't considered exceptional. " 
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Helen's parents were not involved in her education, "they looked at my report 

cards but I can 't ever really remember them discussing me much with my 

teachers. Certainly they never discussed maths with me. " She performed well at 

mathematics until the last year of high school when she, "just didn't put in the 

work." The reason given was that she met her husband. In her first year at 

tertiary studies she did statistics and, "/ hated it and did poorly. The teaching 

was abominable. " 

For her own children Helen believes that those three at school find mathematics 

interesting. She feels that the teachers thought the eldest was gifted at 

mathematics but he didn't think so. He cannot do computations quickly, "when I 

see him working on problems ... some of the basic skills seem to be lacking ... just 

to be able to quickly add numbers, do multiplication quickly in your head, which 

I learnt by rote and remembered it, he doesn 't seem to have had that same 

experience." This, Helen sees, causes the son to focus on the mechanics rather 

than solving the problem. While a calculator is readily available at home the son 

doesn't always use it. 

Helen was good at mental arithmetic but she didn't understand the tables and 

number facts that she rote learnt, "/ can 't remember learning the reason behind 

them, /just remember the tables." It wasn't until her son showed her how he 

learnt square numbers that she understood what it meant. On reflection she was 

amazed that, "I've gone through life knowing the square table up to 24 or 

something and the cube table up to 12 and never understood the principle behind 

it." Helen still however found it a problem that her eldest son, "still struggles 
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and makes simple errors ... which detracts from his showing that he really 

understands what he is doing. " This son has low self esteem, "he finds it 

difficult to accept he is good at something, he almost tends to avoid the things 

that he is good at. " 

This son has difficulty putting pencil to paper so did not provide written evidence 

of his understanding. The other two children are capable in mathematics and 

their reports reflect this. 

Helen feels that teachers don't give the parents much insight on how a student is 

going in mathematics, "really I think there is very little information given to 

parents as to what they are learning and how they are going to learn it. 

Certainly not encouraged to be partners in the same way as you are with the 

reading process." She has not concentrated on mathematics because she 

perceives the children to be capable and they have the language difficulties which 

occupy them. Helen also believes that she has the knowledge of mathematics to 

help the children. 

Helen does not see herself as the primary educator of her children in mathematics 

but while not consciously teaching concepts, "I guess we 've provided them with 

materials at home that encourage that kind of thinking. They have got lots of 

Lego, and things like that which do have mathematical concepts involved in 

them. " 

Helen feels that there should be more information given to parents about the 

curriculum and that parents know their own children better than the teachers do. 
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Information such as what the average student should know and the kind of topics 

being presented in school would be useful. Helen recognises the difficulties 

teachers have with 30 or more children in the class, "it's very difficult for the 

teacher to know exactly what's happening in every student's head but parents 

have a good idea if they know what to expect. " 

Helen believes that the communication is insufficient and that there needs to be 

ongoing information sent home so that parents can give effective support. Helen 

sees the parent's most important role as alerting the teacher to any difficulties as, 

while its easy to see when someone is doing well, its not so obvious to identify 

where they are having difficulties and that parents can be of assistance in this 

regard. "It's pretty obvious to see when someone is doing really well but it can 

be insidiously difficult to notice when someone is not doing what they should 

b " e. 

Because Helen and Tom are at work all day they cannot participate at school and 

the communication they get is of a crisis management form. Helen says that 

children whose parents maintain lines of communication with school benefit 

greatly. She would like regular written communication about her children's 

learning such as outlines of what is to happen to prevent getting into a crisis 

situation. There needs also to be a sufficient time lag for completion of work to 

give the family time to properly program assistance. 

Helen attended a Family Maths program but did not find this of assistance with 

everyday mathematics learning because the activities were unrelated to what was 
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being learnt in class, "more like maths as entertainment ... there is nothing wrong 

with that but ... " 

As with Tom, Helen believes that there is too much focus on able students at the 

expense of the less able. "People who aren 't happy with maths need to be 

encouraged to participate in mathematical things. By selecting the elite it 

doesn't encourage participation from people that are struggling ... the way you 

learn to think in maths can be applied to everything you do in your life .. . so its a 

pity that people lack so much confidence. " 

Helen's belief is that being able to solve problems is one of the most beneficial 

things about learning mathematics and that all children are able to do 

mathematics. She sees a lot of fun in mathematics which all children should 

experience and that we need to think about what, being good at mathematics 

should mean. If you 've been able to work through a problem ... you 've made a 

valuable step in your education. " 

Description 

Family Profile 

Both parents in this family are engaged in full time paid employment. 

The father, Tom, attended school to Year 11 then did a Certificate in Electronics 

at the Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology. 
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The mother, Helen, completed Year I 2 then completed an Applied Science 

degree at the Caulfield Institute of Technology. 

This family comprises four children, three boys and a girl. The eldest child, a boy 

aged thirteen, in Year 7, a ten year old boy in Grade 4, a six year old boy in 

Grade 1 and a three year old girl. 

Although the information given by Tom was not always directly related to 

mathematics it provided the interviewer with information on his perspective of 

learning in a generic sense. This information provided insight into issues which 

were particularly relevant to this study. 

Parent Perceptions of Self as Mathematics Student 

Tom's experiences of school mathematics were positive. He doesn't remember 

having any difficulties with school mathematics although he did not study 

mathematics at a high level. His general belief is that he has, " a natural ability 

at anything. " 

Helen saw herself as a very successful mathematics student, '/ was good at 

mathematics, enjoyed it immensely .. .I was the best student in the class. " 

We have here two parents with a positive attitude towards mathematics who saw 

themselves as successful mathematics students. 
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Parent's Own Experiences of School Mathematics 

Both parents remember that mathematics was very much about drill and practice 

and rote learning. Torn - "I remember doing all the drills for the times tables and 

remembering all that sort of stuff and just working through problem after 

problem for long division". Helen - " .. ./ learnt by rote and remembered it. " 

This rote learning was not necessarily accompanied by an understanding of 

mathematics. Tom - "I don 't think I really did (understand) because I didn't go 

on (to further study). It was, what do I want to do this for?" Helen - "I can't 

remember learning the reason behind them, I just remember the tables. I've 

gone through life knowing the square table up to 24 or something and the cube 

table up to 12 and never understood the principle behind it. " 

Mathematics for both parents was perceived to consist ofrote learning with drill 

and practice exercises and little emphasis on understanding mathematical 

concepts. 

Parent Beliefs About What Mathematical Experiences Are For Their Own 

Children 

Both parents feel that today problem solving is very much a part of mathematics 

learning with a greater emphasis on the use of language in mathematics. Tom, 

when talking about his eldest son, can see difficulties with this greater use of 

language, "There has been a problem anyway with his language 

skills ... separating the wheat from the chaff and which bits are important. Its 

difficult for him so it's probably not the best way for him to do maths. . .. whereas 
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if you give him a worksheet he will work through it and come up with 99% of the 

answers correct. Helen sees the son's difficulty as more to do with not being 

able to compute efficiently. "When I see him working on problems ... some of the 

basic skills seem to be lacking .. just to be able to quickly add numbers ... do 

multiplication quickly in your head ... he does,:, 't seem to have had that 

experience. " At the same time she notes that while a calculator may be handy 

he only sometimes chooses to use it. On the other hand Tom saw no problem 

with his son's computation as "of course the kids can rely on calculators now ... there 

are things they don't have to worry about. " 

Their children's understanding mathematics is important to both parents. When 

asked if children today are taught to understand more about mathematics Tom's 

emphatic response was, "/ certainly hope so. " Helen also identifies the focus on 

understanding in her children's mathematical learning. She came to understand 

some of the mathematics that she had learnt at school when her children showed 

her how they were learning. "And it wasn't until the kids showed me the way 

they learnt squares ... that I thought, oh! of course, the square of a number is how 

many square units fit into the square of that number ... and there was something 

else they did about triangles ... and I thought its obvious ... why didn't I know that? 

Helen and Tom see a difference in mathematical learning for their children 

compared to their own school experiences. There is now a greater emphasis on 

children understanding concepts with a greater use of language in problem 

solving and less emphasis on memorising facts. Tom believes that the greater 
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focus on language can have a negative impact on mathematical outcomes if a 

student has difficu1ty with language. 

Parent Beliefs About Attributes Which Contribute to Children's Learning of 

Mathematics 

Both parents believe that all of their children are successful mathematics 

students. Tom and Helen both believe that the most significant attribute in their 

son's learning of mathematics is that he has a natural ability for mathematics. 

Helen does not believe that he tries hard while Tom believes that he makes a 

little effort. Both parents feel the son has had good teaching at school, with 

Helen placing a greater emphasis on this attribute. Tom also believes that there 

has been some good teaching and help from home. 

Parent Beliefs About How Children Learn Mathematics 

There were some differences in the responses both parents gave to the 

questionnaire on how mathematics is learnt. Tom believes that children learn 

mathematics best by being taught rules and formulae, that it is important to take 

care to avoid making errors in mathematics and children learn best by being told 

exactly what to do. Helen disagrees with .these three propositions. She 

remembers from her own school days that there was a belief that to be capable at 

mathematics you, "either had it bestowed upon you or not. " Helen strongly 

disagrees with this and believes that the process of doing mathematics is what is 

important, "being able to look at problems and think about how you would solve 

that problem was one of the most beneficial things about maths." 
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Both parents believe that children should be encouraged to talk about how they 

learn mathematics, to argue about mathematical ideas and to take risks and that 

mathematics is more than learning formulae. 

Parent Beliefs About How Teachers Think Children Learn Mathematics 

Helen knows very little of what her son's teacher believes concerning how 

children learn mathematics. She thinks that the teacher believes children should 

not argue about the mathematical ideas they are learning and that if children 

make mistakes it means they are not doing very well at mathematics. 

Tom believes that the teacher thinks drawing pictures of mathematical ideas is a 

waste of time, making mistakes in mathematics means you are not doing well, 

children shouldn't be encouraged to talk about how they learn mathematics, 

children are either good or bad at mathematics - you can't do anything about it, 

children learn mathematics by being told exactly what to do and that you can't 

learn mathematics by trying out ideas and experimenting. 

Both parents either don't know what the teacher believes about how children 

learn mathematics or they often have a different view from the teacher about how 

mathematical learning takes place. 

Parent Interactions With Teachers and The School 

Both parents have no difficulty talking to teachers about their children's progress. 

Tom, "/ have no problem. " Helen, "/ have never had to (talk about 
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mathematics) ... they've always indicated that they (son) have been going along 

Ji 
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ne. 

When reflecting on the quality of interaction between teacher and parent, with 

regard to mathematics, Helen felt that, "they (teachers) don't give you much 

insight ... there is very little information given to us as parents as to what they 're 

(children) learning and how they are going to learn it. Certainly not encouraged 

to be partners in the same way as you are with reading or even assignment 

work." 

Both parents believe that their children generally do not have difficulties in 

mathematics so at parent/teacher interviews discussion has focused on general 

educational issues rather than a particular curriculum area. 

Tom had some concerns about the eldest child when he was in second grade but 

the teacher had responded, "they 're doing fine ... they will work it out 

eventually ... or fall in place. " While, at the time, Tom accepted this response he 

came to doubt the appropriateness of it as the child continued to experience 

difficulties. What particularly annoyed him was his belief that teachers were 

inconsistent in their practice. In the matter of repeating children who were not 

performing he cited several instances where teachers advised parents contrary to 

their own practice. "Almost every single one of them (teachers) and that's 

probably five or six, have had at least one child that they have held back, and yet 

every single teacher that you talk to about your own child tells you, no we can 't 

do that." 
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While both parents have no difficulties in talking to teachers about their 

children's progress at school they feel there is room for improvement in the 

quality of interaction between parents and the school. Both parents identified a 

need for more specific information about curriculum content and pedagogy. 

Ways Parents Believe They Can Contribute to Their Children's Mathematical 

Learning 

Tom believes that with support from the school parents could do a lot more for 

their children. The problem is they don't get enough information from the 

school, "its very difficult to know what sort of level ... so you 've got to chase it 

up. " Tom also believes that teachers should not just communicate when there is 

a problem,,/ mean we need to know how well they are going. I mean, if they are 

getting through enough work just to get through .. . If there's ways that we can 

help them more easily through harder work or more work. Yeah that would be 

nice to know." Helen believes the most important way in which a parent can 

support the teacher is to, "alert a teacher to a difficulty. Its pretty obvious when 

someone is doing really well but it can be insidiously difficult to notice when 

someone is not doing what they should be. " 

Helen feels that she is able to help her children with mathematics because of her 

own content knowledge of the subject. Her belief is that, "teachers should be 

using parents more. Parents are very good at assessing their own children. 

They 're missing out on a valuable resource .. .its very difficult for a teacher to 

know exactly what's happening in every student's head. Parents will have a 
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good idea if they know what to expect. If they don 't know what to expect they 

can 't have much input. 

Communication at the beginning of each term outlining what children will be 

learning would be helpful to Helen. "Just to give an outline each term would be 

very, very useful...ifthey want them to do something at home it gives you a little 

bit of a warning. People have very busy lives now .. . you need advance warning 

... give people enough time to respond. " Once a year is not helpful because, 'you 

need it in shorter periods of time ... once a year is too glib. " 

A problem for working parents is that they are unable to maintain a presence at 

the school. Helen identifies this as a serious problem because, "it tends to be 

crisis management rather than a pro-active thing ... teachers aren't there when 

you 're home. Kids whose parents maintain lines of communication with the 

school ... benefit enormously from it." Even to visit the school in the evening is 

an effort. When the pan:nts went to a Family Mathematics Night it was, "a 

mammoth task just to get there with the kids, let alone anything else." 

Helen and Tom believe that to maximise learning experiences for their children 

there needs to be more effective communication between the school and home. 

This communication must take into account the busy lives of parents. Parents 

can support teachers through giving individual guidance to children and 

identifying individual learning difficulties which would be difficult for teachers 

to notice in a class of children. 
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Parents As The Primary Educators of Their Children 

Tom is definite that parents are the primary educators of their children, 

"absolutely, it all starts from the parents ... but we can only take it so 

far ... parents give direction ... using your more mature analytical skills ... " Helen 

is not so adamant, "Well, I think that when it comes to maths I wouldn't say that 

was troe. ... Or not overtly ... I'm certainly not consciously trying to teach them 

mathematical concepts but I guess we've provided them with materials at home 

that encourages that kind of thinking too. You know, they have got lots of Lego, 

and things like that which do have mathematical concepts involved in them you 

know, just naturally. " 

Both parents believe they have a responsibility to their children to be involved in 

their learning. 

Parent Beliefs About the Nature of Mathematics 

Tom has not reflected on what mathematics is but believes it permeates all 

aspects of our lives while Helen sees mathematics, "as a fundamental science 

which is a tool for seeing our world ,in abstract form. " 

Parent Beliefs About How Children Will Use Mathematics In Their Lives 

Both parents believe that mathematics will be an integral part of their children's 

lives irrespective of the occupation they choose. 
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Summary 

In most cases these parents hold similar views on mathematics education and 

parental involvement in schooling. 

Tom and Helen see themselves as having been successful mathematics students 

and hold positive views on mathematics. While their own experiences were very 

much about rote learning and memorisation off acts they believe that experiences 

for their own children are very different with conceptual understanding being 

emphasised. 

With both parents engaged in full time paid employment there is limited time 

which they can spend working with their children. 

Helen and Tom recognise that they are unable to spend time assisting in the 

classroom, an activity which traditionally enabled parents to develop an 

understanding of curriculum content and pedagogy, so they would like 

communication which acknowledges their position. 

Both parents believe they have an important role to play in their children's 

education and are very critical of a school system which does not give them the 

information they believe they need to most effectively work with their children. 

They would like information, on a regular basis, detailing curriculum content 

with clearly defined outcomes expected of students. They also need sufficient 

lead time to timetable assisting their children into an already busy schedule. This 

Jack of confidence in the school coincides with the parents believing that they 
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either don't know what teachers think about how chi1dren learn mathematics or 

they have views which are different from the ones they believe teachers hold. 

These parents see themselves as being in an invaluable position to identify how 

their children approach learning activities and where they may be having 

difficulties. 

To date both parents feel that interaction with teachers has not valued the parents 

as partners in the learning process. The children have not experienced major 

difficulties with mathematics so there has been no specific communication on 

this curriculum area. 

The parents understand that it is extremely difficult for teachers to observe 

individual students on an ongoing basis and would welcome the encouragement 

to assist teachers with any infonnation which contributes to positive learning 

outcomes for their children. 

These parents have provided their children with resources such as reference 

materials, computers and calculators in an effort to support their education. They 

often take their children to libraries or other facilities to support their children's 

school learning. 

Mathematics is seen as an integral part oflife, by these parents, irrespective of 

the occupation a student may choose, so their children's success in mathematics 

is very important. 
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Tom and Helen feel they are an under utilised resource in the mathematics 

education of their children. 

Case Study Two 

Overview 

Allan 

Allan's experience of primary school mathematics was positive, "/was good ... it 

was fun .. .I never had any trouble with it ... it was more arithmetic. " This attitude 

change when he reached high school. "Horrible, terrorized. I really had a lot of 

trouble with mathematical theory .. .I distinctly remember never passing a 

mathematics exam in high school except for the School Certificate and the 

Higher School Certificate. " 

Allan changed from studying level one mathematics to level two mathematics. 

He had a friend who tutored him for the two external exams. This friend was 

also in his class and went on to become a professor of mathematics. "He sat me 

down, it was basically rote learning ... the conceptual side of it was a struggle for 

me. When I got to the exam it was pretty much short term rote memory. " 

For his own children Allan believes that he has to, "come to grips with the 

game. " He sees both children as having very different experiences of school 

. 
mathematics. The younger child is enthusiastic about mathematics. "It's a lot of 

fun. He'// sit down and do maths or arithmetic before he'// do anything else. " 
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Allan attributes the older child's dislike of mathematics, "he avoids it like the 

plague, " to what he sees as the nature of mathematics. "He doesn't like the 

discipline rather than anything else. " This child has difficulty developing 

understanding but once he does he is, "off and running." The younger child's 

approach to mathematics is different. He ''fiddles around with it ... until he 

finally comes up with a way of getting it done. " 

When it comes to talking with classroom teachers Allan cannot recollect ever 

discussing mathematics. "Kay has done most of the teacher liaison through the 

primary years. " 

Now that the older child has entered high school Allan sees his role changing, "/ 

can see the necessity to get more involved with things. I haven't gone into any in 

depth discussion with a teacher up until now." 

While Allan does not see himself as the primary educator of his children, this 

role belongs to teachers, he sees the need to support teachers, "sit down with 

... when they are having problems ... encourage and back up ifwe can." 

Allan has begun to work with his older son, I'm starting to get involved 

in ... voluntary revision ... a whole new concept for him. " This involvement did not 

come about through discussion with teachers but rather through talks with work 

mates. " .. . this has come about because I've got a couple of work colleagues who 

. 
have got kids who are a little older than mine .. . we talk a lot about kids at school 

and especially maths because his son has an aversion to it as well ... yet he's got a 

scientific background. " 
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Allan is prepared to relearn mathematics to help his children. "/ think I've got to 

do it. I don't think I've got a choice." One of the reasons for this is that he 

doesn't think his wife can do it. 

Allan felt that numeracy would be important for his children in the future. As to 

the need to understand mathematics more than in the past Allan was doubtful 

because he believes that, "more and more we are going to have user friendly 

interfaces that are going to provide the answers ... without really having to 

understand the processes behind it. " 

When asked to reflect on what mathematics is Allan saw it as fundamentally 

numeracy, "/don't think I have thought much past basic numeracy. " 

Allan sees calculators and computers as integral to our everyday life. While he 

admits to using them in his own work environment, "/can't remember the last 

time I manually did an addition, subtraction or multiplication, " Allan does not 

appear to actively encourage his children to do likewise. "As soon as someone 

like (son) ... discovers that there is an extensive calculator in the PC in his 

room .. .I dare say the temptation to use that ... will be overwhelming. " He does, 

however, believe that to be able to use the calculator a person has to have some 

understanding of the process, ''you have to actually understand before you can 

push the right button of the calculator. " 
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Kay 

Kay found mathematics difficult and "was taught everything by rote. 11 When she 

went to school, "you had to memorise everything and it wasn 't fun. 11 

She has worked with both sons who have positive attitudes to mathematics and 

through doing this has, learnt maths is enjoyable and easy to learn. 11 

At the same time she believes that children should memorise tables and other 

mathematics because, "the high school still goes along the way I was taught and 

it's very difficult when they get to high school ... they should be taught the old and 

the new way. 11 

The "new way" is the experience for her children, "maths is more fun for 

children ... they really enjoy it ... they're not frightened to have a go like I was. 11 

Kay is confident when speaking with her sons' teachers. She is happy to do this 

because, "then I can teach my children the same way they are being taught at 

school. Perhaps I can contribute as well. 11 She feels free to visit the school at 

any time to talk to teachers and this is, ''positive especially when you are 

working. " Kay works irregular hours. 

Kay does not see herself as the primary educator of her children. She sees the 

relationship as, a combined thing with the school and home. That way the 

parents aren't teaching the child one way and the school another. You've got to 

work along with the teachers if you can. 11 
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Kay's children have asked her when will they use the maths they are learning and 

this has caused her to reflect on the nature of mathematics. She sees the role of 

mathematics is to help people to reason, "when you sit down to work out your 

problems. At the hospital mathematics comes into everything I do ... yesterday 

watching (son) putting his stegosaurus together ... putting anything together like 

that or puzzles ... it sort of helps him organise himself. When they play football ... it 

helps them with positioning ... working out their measurements ... this is what maths 

is all about. " 

Description 

Family Profile 

Both parents in this family are in paid employment with the mother working part 

time. 

The father, Allan, completed Year 12 then did one year of university and 

completed an Australian Institute of Management Certificate course. 

The mother, Kay, completed Year 12 then a four year nursing course. 

There are two boys in the family, a thirteen year old in Year 7 and a nine year old 

in Year 4. 

i:arent Perceptions of Self as Mathematics Student 

Allan saw himself as an able student at primary school, "the arithmetic side of it, 

I never had any problems. " Once he went to high school he found, "the 
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conceptual side was a struggle for me. " Kay found mathematics difficult and, 

"was taught everything by rote. " 

Leaming difficulties in mathematics were experienced by both parents and they 

did not see themselves as successful mathematics students. 

Parents' Own Experiences of School Mathematics 

Allan's immediate response to a question about his own experiences of school 

mathematics was, "Horrible, terrorized. " On reflection he separated the primary 

school experience from the high school experience. Allan's experience of 

primary school mathematics was positive, "/ was good .. .it was fun ... / never had 

any trouble with it .. .it was more arithmetic. " This attitude change when he 

reached high school. "Horrible, terrorized. I really had a lot of trouble with 

mathematical theory .. .I distinctly remember never passing a mathematics exam 

in high school except for the School Certificate and the Higher School 

Certificate." Allan changed from studying level one mathematics to level two 

mathematics. He had a friend who tutored him for the two external exams. This 

friend was also in his class and went on to become a professor of mathematics. 

"He sat me down, it was basically rote learning ... the conceptual side of it was a 

struggle for me. When I got to the exam it was pretty much short term rote 

.. 
memory. " When she went to school Kay found mathematics difficult, "you had 

to memorize everything and it wasn 't fun. " 

A predominance ofrote learning and memorisation, with little understanding, 

characterised both parents school experiences of mathematics. 
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Parent Beliefs About What Mathematical Experiences Are For Their Own 

Children 

For his own children Allan believes that he has had to, "come to grips with the 

game. " He sees both children as having very different experiences of school 

mathematics. The younger child is enthusiastic about mathematics. "Its a lot of 

fun. He 'II sit down and do maths or arithmetic before he 'II do anything else. " 

Allan attributes the older child's dislike of mathematics, "he avoids it like the 

plague," to what he sees as the nature of mathematics. "He doesn't like the 

discipline rather than anything else. " This child has difficulty developing . 

understanding but once he does he is, "off and running." The younger child's 

approach to mathematics is different. He "fiddles around with it ... until he 

finally comes up with a way of getting it done. " Kay has worked with both sons 

who, she believes, have positive attitudes to mathematics, and through doing this 

she has, "learnt maths is enjoyable and easy to learn. " 

The "new way" is the term Kay uses for the mathematical experiences of her 

children. Whilst not describing exactly what this is she sees much more 

enjoyment associated with the learning of mathematics. "Maths is more fun for 

children ... they really enjoy it ... they 're not frightened to have a go like I was. " At 

the same time she believes that children should memorise tables and other 

mathematics because, "the high school still goes along the way I was taught and 

its very difficult when they get to high school ... they should be taught the old and 

tfte new way. " 
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Mathematical experiences for these children are associated with fun and 

enjoyment, problem solving, positive attitudes without a focus on rote learning 

and memorisation. While Allan believes the older child does not like 

mathematics, once this child understands the topic being studied he performs 

well. Kay has grown to understand mathematics through working with her 

children and has developed a positive attitude to the subject. At the same time 

she believes there is a need for the primary school to prepare children for a more 

traditional form of mathematics, similar to what she experienced, as high school 

mathematics hasn't changed. 

Parent Beliefs About Attributes Which Contribute to Children's Learning of 

Mathematics 

The two boys in this family are seen by their parents to be successful 

mathematics students. Both parents see natural ability as being the single most 

important attribute for their children's learning of mathematics. They don't 

believe their children try hard at mathematics but they do believe that the 

children have experienced good teaching at school and have had effective help at 

home. Both parents see their children as successful mathematics students and 

this success is primarily attributed to the children's natural ability for 

mathematics rather than to the effort the children make. This ability is supported 

by effective teaching at school and parental help and encouragement at home. 
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Parent Beliefs About How Children Learn Mathematics 

Allan and Kay believe that children learn mathematics by being encouraged to 

argue about mathematical ideas, trying out new ideas and experimenting, they 

learn from making mistakes and taking risks but getting the right answer quickly 

is not the most important thing in mathematics. 

While Allan does not believe that learning rules and formulae is the best way to 

learn mathematics, Kay is not so sure. She does not believe that children learn 

best by being told exactly what to do whereas Allan is unsure about whether 

children should be told exactly what to do. 

There are differing views by these parents about some aspects of how children 

learn mathematics. Kay places greater value on learning rules and formulae with 

children being given more specific directions on how to carry out processes than 

Allan does. 

Both parents see mathematical learning involving more discussion and 

experimenting than they experienced for themselves. 

Parent Beliefs About How Teachers Think Children Learn Mathematics 

Both parents believe that the teacher's view of how children learn mathematics is 

iimilar to their own view. 
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Parent Interactions With Teachers and The School 

When it comes to talking with classroom teachers Allan cannot recollect ever 

discussing mathematics. "Kay has done most of the teacher liaison through the 

primary years. " Now that the older child has reached high school Allan sees his 

role changing, "/ can see the necessity to get more involved with things. 1 · 

haven 't gone into any in depth discussion with a teacher up until now." Kay is 

confident when speaking with her sons' teachers. "/find ... that I can go in 

anytime to the school and ... if the teacher's free, discuss any mathematical 

problem my child's is having. " This is, "positive, especially when you are 

working." Kay works irregular hours. She is happy to do this because, "then I 

can teach my children the same way they are being taught at school. Perhaps I 

can contribute as well. " She has been "very happy with the responses" given by 

teachers. 

Allan has had no interaction with teachers concerning his children's learning of 

mathematics but now that one child is in high school he expects this situation to 

change. Kay visits the school frequently when she feels that her children are 

experiencing difficulties and is happy with her interactions with teachers. 

Ways Parents Believe They Can Contribute to Their Children's Mathematical 

Learning 

Allan is prepared to relearn mathematics to help his children. "/ think I've got to 

do it. I don 't think I've got a choice. " One of the reasons for this is that he 

doesn't think his wife can do it. Kay believes she can best help her children by, 
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"working along with the teachers if you can. Help my child as much as I can at 

home, to my ability anyway. " 

Both parents see it as important to help their children learn mathematics. While 

Kay has already made a positive effort to learn mathematics and change her 

attitude to mathematics to help her children Allan is also prepared to improve his 

knowledge of the subject for the benefit of the children. 

Parents As The Primary Educators of Their Children 

While Allan does not see himself as the primary educator of his children, this 

role belongs to teachers, he sees the need to support teachers, "sit down with 

... when they are having problems ... encourage and back up if we can. " Allan has 

only just begun to work with his older son, I'm starting to get involved 

in ... voluntary revision ... a whole new concept for him." This involvement did not 

come about through discussion with teachers but rather through talks with work 

mates. " ... this has come about because I've got a couple of work colleagues who 

have got kids who are a little older than mine ... we talk a lot about kids at school 

and especially maths because his son has an aversion to it as well ... yet he's got a 

scientific background. " Kay does not see herself as the primary educator of her 

children. She sees the relationship as, a combined thing with the school and 

home. That way the parents aren 't teaching the child one way and the school 

another. You've got to work along with the teachers if you can." 

Supporting the work of teachers is seen by both parents as their primary role in 

the children's education. 
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Parent Beliefs About the Nature oft Mathematics 

When asked to reflect on what mathematics is Allan saw it as fundamentally 

numeracy, "/don't think I hav.e thought much past basic numeracy ... " Allan 

sees calculators and computers as integral to our everyday life. While he admits 

to using them in his own work environment, "/ can 't remember the last time I 

manually did an addition, subtraction or multiplication, " Allan does not appear 

to actively encourage his children to do likewise. "As soon as someone like (son) 

... discovers that there is an extensive calculator on the PC in his room .. ./ dare 

say the temptation to use that ... will be overwhelming. " He does, however, 

believe that to be able to use the calculator a person has to have some 

understanding of the process, "you have to actually understand before you can 

push the right button of the calculator. " Mathematics to Kay is, "all part of 

your daily life ... it 's there every day of life when you really sit down and think 

about it. " Kay had not thought about what mathematics was till her son asked 

her why he had to learn it. "To be honest I've never really though about it until 

Warren asked me the other night, "why am I doing this maths Mum? I won't do 

this later on in life, " and I thought yes you will. I was thinking away and yes, yes 

you will use it everyday of your life. Even in the supermarket. " 

Allan sees mathematics as basically numeracy with the use of calculators and 

computers removing the need for people to do much of the onerous work. While 

·he uses both technologies on a regular basis he expresses some reluctance at the 

thought of his children's use of these when they are learning mathematics. Kay 
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has a broader view of mathematics being involved in many aspects of everyday 

life. 

Parent Beliefs About How Children Will Use Mathematics In Their Lives 

Allan felt that numeracy would be important for his children in the future. As to 

the need to understand mathematics more than in the past Allan was doubtful 

because he believes that, "more and more we are going to have user friendly 

interfaces that are going to provide the answers ... without really having to 

understand the processes behind it." Kay's children have asked her when will 

they use the mathematics they are learning and this has caused her to reflect on 

the issue. She sees the role of mathematics as helping people to reason, "when 

you sit down to work out your problems. At the hospital mathematics comes into 

everything I do ... yesterday watching (son) putting his stegosaurus together 

.. . putting anything together like that or puzzles ... it sort of helps him organize 

himself. When they play football .. .it helps them with positioning. .. working out 

their measurements ... this is what maths is all about." 

Allan interprets the greater use of technology to mean that understanding 

mathematics will become less significant in the future while Kay sees the value 

of mathematics to be in helping people to reason. 

Summary 

The parents in this family, Allan and Kay, see themselves as having not been . 
successful mathematics students. 
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Case Study Three 

Overview. 

John 

John's recollections of primary school mathematics was that it was, "very much 

rote type learning, " and he does not remember having any difficulties. When he 

was at high school his family moved from Scotland to Australia and there was a 

change in the curriculum, "/ can 't remember what it was in maths that I hadn 't 

done in Scotland . .I didn't know what it was about. " This left John with 

difficulties in maths. "/ did very poorly. " As a result he was tutored in maths 

and, "went from being the bottom of the class to the top of the class .. . it was 

interesting, just being helped and suddenly it all fitted together and I could do it. 

I don 't know that I was overly brilliant at maths but I did understand. " 

John says that from what he has seen of his sons' primary school mathematics 

there is an emphasis on, ''providing illustrations of how they can use their 

maths ... maths is made relevant. At home they want to do maths." 

John cannot recall either himself or his wife discussing mathematics with the 

boys' teachers. Any discussions of children's progress has been of a general 

nature. 

John reflects on the possibility that parents may think they naturally have the . 
skills to help their children when maybe, ''parents need some classes to interact 

with the child so as they are working with the teachers in the school. " 
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John would like to have strategies for encouraging the children's learning at 

home and is unsure of whether difficulties he has might be, "a parent/child 

problem rather than a teaching problem. " 

Mathematics is seen by John to be, ''part of your life in ways you don 't even 

realise. "It's just' adding, subtracting, multiplication and division ... probably 

reflects my own learning ... but it's actually part of communication as well ... not 

just a discipline it's really a necessary part of life. " 

Kate 

Kate loved maths, it was her favourite subject. "/ guess we were taught rules 

and things but it would click straight away and I could just do it. I couldn 't 

understand all the kids who couldn 't understand it. " 

Kate has noticed that her son is also enjoying mathematics which he is learning 

in a different way from what she did, "it sort of seems to be explained why they 

are doing it and then he seems to grasp it ... we were just given the rules and 

things." The son also learns the times tables but they are done, "quite differently. 

He talks about them in different ways .. . groups of this and that ... I don 't know that 

he really realises that it's maths he's learning. " 

Kate did communicate once, in writing, with the teacher when her son had 

problems writing digits. The teacher wrote with some suggestions which Kate 

followed, ""she gave me ways of working with it which I then did." Kate felt 

very satisfied with this process. 
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Kate does not believe that she is the primary educator of her children. She sees 

her role as important in supporting "the groundwork they learn at school. " Kate 

engages in informal mathematics activities with her children and "tries to use the 

same techniques that seem to be used at the school. " At the same time she has 

some frustrations, "/ don 't necessarily know the terms and things that they 're 

using at school ... sometimes he doesn't quite understand. " Kate tries to make 

family activities learning experiences, as well, through asking questions such as, 

if she was a certain age in what year was she born? This is the way she sees 

herself as best able to help her children in mathematics but she also raises the 

possibility of parents helping in mathematics in the classroom. "/ wonder 

whether there is any possibility of parents actually helping at school too. It seems 

to be just reading and I sort of wonder why not in maths?" 

Kate sees that while mathematics is changing, especially with the use of 

calculators and computers, it is still important. On the one hand Kate believes 

that using calculators "make people lazy" but on the other hand "they've got to be 

able to use these things." She acknowledges that she regularly uses a calculator. 

"I'm always using calculators. " Kate finds that she is no longer able to do 

mental calculations as readily as she once could and she finds this problematic, 

"its a dilemma 'cause I can see that it's good to use your brain and be able to do 

these things quickly on the spot and yet, they (children) really need to be on top 

of all the technology. " 

Kate has difficulty describing what mathematics is but says that it is present all 

around in everyday things. 
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Description 

Family Profile 

Paid employment is engaged in by both parents with Kate working from home. 

Both parents completed year twelve then went on to tertiary studies. John 

studied theology and Kate studied law. 

There are two boys in the family, the older is eight and in grade two and the 

younger one is six and in grade one. 

Parent Perceptions of Self as Mathematics Student 

John does not recall much about primary school mathematical experiences but 

believes that he was an average student. At high school, which coincided with a 

move from Scotland to Australia, he began to have difficulties and felt he just 

couldn't learn in the classroom environment. This resulted in his being tutored 

then experiencing success at mathematics. Kate has a very positive view of 

herself as a mathematics student as mathematics was her favourite subject. 

Both parents were successful at school mathematics with Kate having a very 

positive attitude about herself but John's difficulties at high school left him 

feeling less confident. 
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Parent's Own Experiences of School Mathematics 

John's recollection of primary school mathematics was that it was, "very much 

rote type learning, " and he does not remember having any difficulties. When he 

was at high school his family moved from Scotland to Australia and there was a 

change in the curriculum, "/can't remember what it was in maths that I hadn't 

done in Scotland .. / didn't know what it was about." This left John with 

difficulties in mathematics. "/ did very poorly. " As a result he was tutored in 

mathematics and, "went from being at the bottom of the class to the top of the 

class ... it was interesting, just being helped and suddenly it all fitted together and 

I could do it. I don 't know that I was overly brilliant at maths but I did 

understand. " Mathematics is described by John as, "very much rote type 

learning ... never really explained why we need to learn these things." Kate's 

experiences were very positive. Kate loved mathematics, it was her favourite 

subject. "/ guess we were taught rules and things but it would click straight 

away and I could just do it. I couldn 't understand all the kids who couldn 't 

understand it ... / never really had a problem with maths. " 

Both parents achieved success with their school mathematics education with rote 

learning and rule learning qualities used to describe the experience. 
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Parent Beliefs About What Mathematical Experiences Are For Their Own 

Children 

John says that from what he has seen of his sons' primary school mathematics 

there is an emphasis on, ''providing illustrations of how they can use their 

maths ... maths is made relevant. At home they want to do maths." 

From what John has seen of his children's mathematical learning, "there's much 

more emphasis on providing illustrations of how they can use their maths ... I 

don 't know whether they act it out or not but I imagine there are ways in which 

the maths is ... made relevant ... at home they want to do maths ... that's why we 

try and teach them, if not very effectively. " Kate has noticed that her son is also 

enjoying mathematics which he is learning in a different way from what she did, 

"it sort of seems to be explained why they are doing it and then he seems to 

grasp it...we were just given the rules and things." The older son also learns the 

times tables but they are done, "quite differently. He talks about them in 

different ways .. . groups of this and that.. .I don 't know that he really realizes that 

it's maths he's learning. " 

Enjoyment and understanding are characteristics that both parents have identified 

in the mathematical experiences of their children and the mathematics is different 

from what the parents learnt. 
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Parent Beliefs About Attributes Which Contribute to Children's Learning of 

Mathematics 

Both parents believe, equally, that good teaching has been important in their 

older child's learning of mathematics. John thinks that his son's natural ability 

for mathematics has been very important while Kate believes that while the son 

does have natural ability the help he has received at home has been of assistance. 

John does not think that his son's effort has contributed to his learning though 

Kate believes his effort has contributed slightly to his achievement in 

mathematics. 

Parent Beliefs About How Children Learn Mathematics 

Both parents had similar views about how children learn mathematics. They 

believe children should be encouraged to argue about mathematical ideas, they 

don't learn best by being told exactly what to do, mathematics is not just about 

learning rules and formulae, drawing pictures and talking about mathematical 

ideas helps in learning mathematics, getting the right answer quickly is not the 

most important thing in mathematics, trying out ideas and experimenting is a part 

of learning mathematics and it is not true that you are either good at mathematics 

or you are not. Children can learn to be successful mathematics students. 

Parent Beliefs About How Teachers Think Children Learn Mathematics 

John either felt that teachers beliefs were similar to his or he didn't know what 

they thought. Kate believed that teachers' views on how children learnt 

mathematics coincided with her views. 
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Parent Interactions With Teachers and The School 

John cannot recall either himself or his wife discussing mathematics with the 

boys' teachers. Any discussions of children's progress has been of a general 

nature. 

Kate feels confident to discuss mathematical issues with her children's teachers 

but to date the need has not arisen. Kate did communicate once, in writing, with 

the teacher when her son had problems writing digits. The teacher wrote with 

some suggestions which Kate followed, ""she gave me ways of working with it 

which I then did. " Kate felt very satisfied with this process. 

Ways Parents Believe They Can Contribute to Their Children's Mathematical 

Learning 

John reflects on the possibility that parents may think they naturally have the 

skills to help their children when maybe, ''parents need some classes to interact 

with the child so as they are working with the teachers in the school. " John 

would like to have strategies for encouraging the children's learning at home and 

is unsure of whether difficulties he has might be, "a parent/child problem rather 

than a teaching problem." Kate engages in informal mathematics activities with 

her children and "tries to use the same techniques that seem to be used at the 

school. " At the same time she has some frustrations, "/don't necessarily know 

the terms and things that they 're using at school ... sometimes he doesn 't quite 

understand." Kate tries to make family activities learning experiences, as well, 

through asking questions such as, if she was a certain age in what year was she 
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born? This is the way she sees herself as best able to help her children in 

mathematics but she also raises the possibility of parents helping in mathematics 

in the classroom. "J wonder whether there is any possibility of parents actually 

helping at school too. It seems to be just reading and I sort of wonder why not in 

maths?" 

Both parents have a positive attitude to working with their children studying 

mathematics with John having some concerns about his lack of pedagogical 

knowledge. Kate does engage in mathematical activities with her children which 

are unrelated to their classroom work and ponders the possibility of parents being 

used in the classroom in a similar manner to their involvement in reading 

activities. 

Parents As The Primary Educators of Their Children 

John thinks that he probably is the primary educator of his children. He has some 

concerns that he may lack skills. "I think that one of the dangers is that as a 

parent you think you have the skills to help them (children) ... maybe we (parents) 

sometimes need some classes to interact with the child so that we are working 

with the teacher in the school. " Kate does not believe that she is the primary 

educator of her children now that ~hey are at school but before they attended 

school she was the primary educator. She sees her role as important in 

supporting, "the groundwork they learn at school. " 
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John sees himself as the primary educator of his children and while Kate believed 

that to be the case before the children attended school now her role is perceived 

as supporting what is learnt at school. 

Parent Beliefs About the Nature of Mathematics 

Mathematics is seen by John to be, "part of your life in ways you don't even 

realise. "It's just adding, subtracting, multiplication and division .. . probably 

reflects my own learning ... but it's actually part of communication as well ... not 

just a discipline it's really a necessary part of life. " Kate sees that while 

mathematics is changing, especially with the use of calculators and computers, it 

is still important. On the one hand Kate believes that using calculators "makes 

people lazy, " but on the other hand, "they've got to be able to use these things. " 

She acknowledges that she regularly uses a calculator. "I'm always using 

calculators. " Kate finds that she is no longer able to do mental calculations as 

readily as she once could and she finds this problematic, "its a dilemma 'cause I 

can see that it's good to use your brain and be able to do these things quickly on 

the spot and yet, they (children) really need to be on top of all the technology." 

Kate has difficulty describing what mathematics is but says that it is present all 

around in everyday things, "it just keeps on coming up in everyday life ... in all 

sorts of ways." 

Both parents see mathematics as a part of everyday life in ways that we may not 

realise. Kate has some concerns about the use of calculators. On the one hand 

she uses them everyday but on the other hand she laments the loss of 

computational acuity that may ensue from children's use of calculators. 
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Parent Beliefs About How Children Will Use Mathematics In Their Lives 

John believes, "mathematics is part of your life in ways you don 't realise ... 

shopping ... in the household ... in many jobs ... " Kate sees mathematics being 

important for children but quite different from her own experiences with children 

needing to be able to use calculators and computers, "they will have all those 

things to help them so it will be at a different level. " 

Summary 

Both parents achieved success in mathematics with Kate describing it as her 

favourite subject while John needed extra help in high school which left him 

feeling less confident. 

Memorisation and rote learning characterised their own school experiences while 

enjoyment and understanding are identified as qualities in their children's 

learning of mathematics. 

Neither parent believes that their sons' success at mathematics is due to the 

children's effort, rather to natural ability, good teaching and help at home. 

Kate and John hold similar views to how children learn mathematics and believe 

their views also coincide with how teachers believe children learn mathematics. 

The two children in this family are considered by the parents to be successful 

mathematics students and as a result John cannot recall discussing mathematics 

with a teacher and only on one occasion has the need arisen for Kate to 
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communicate with a teacher on mathematics and she was very happy with the 

outcome. 

John sees himself as the primary educator of his children while Kate does not 

believe she has that role now that the children are attending school. Both parents 

believe they have an important role in supporting the school with their children's 

mathematics education and Kate engages in mathematical problem solving with 

the children in real life situations. The parents recognise that they don't always 

have sufficient curriculum content or pedagogical knowledge and Kate questions 

why support similar to that given for reading is not provided for mathematics. 

Case Study Four 

Overview. 

Peter 

Peter remembers school mathematics as a positive experience, ''I've never had a 

great difficulty with maths." Mathematics was, "learning tables sort of rote 

... drills everyday." 

At work Peter uses computers and calculators and believes that you, "lose a lot 

of the skills .. . in terms of mental arithmetic. I think the computers have 

diminished that sort of mental arithmetic skill. " Peter sees as a problem not 

being able to quickly do simple calculations because "if you are trying to do it in 

front of somebody they must think you 're a bit slow or something. " Peter sees a 

heavy reliance on technology as getting away from the basics. 
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For his own children Peter sees that in the early years there is an emphasis on 

counting and problem solving but not as great an emphasis on tables. This lack 

of emphasis on tables is of concern to him. " ... query sometimes the tables in that 

whether there's enough emphasis on that old learning of tables so you can go 

click, click .. . you know, simple multiplication. " 

Peter believes that there needs to be a strong emphasis on children learning to 

carefully read and understand problem questions. The resultant errors are 

considered by Peter to be more reading errors than mathematical errors, "its not a 

mathematical ability problem its more a reading interpretation question ... take 

your time to read and understand the question. " 

When it comes to talking with teachers at school Peter has no difficulties but 

hasn't had to do much because, "Jane does a lot more than I do because of her 

involvement in the school and her contact down there. " 

Peter recollects having only had one difficulty with the children's mathematics 

and that was five years ago. The eldest son was doing homework with matrixes 

and wasn't obtaining logical answers. He concluded that the boy must have 

missed out on the work at school so, "as soon as we sat down with him at home 

and watched him do it, it sort of clicked ... " He appreciated that it takes time to 

watch a child work something out and that the classroom teacher, knowing the 

child's capabilities in mathematics would expect that he not have difficulties. It 

needed time to watch the child and this is where the parents could assist the 

teachers, " .. . something also that we can pick up at home by watching him do his 

homework and things like that so I guess it works both ways. " 
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Peter sees many ways in which parent are the primary educators of their children. 

"I think teaching them how to be decent human beings .. in terms of behaviour, 

discipline ... in the early years counting, reading them stories and sitting with 

them when they 're doing their reading ... encouraging their maths .. . making sure 

they do homework. Once they get into more technical work like trigonometry 

and calculus .. . trying to help if you have that ability yourself. .. recognising they 

are having difficulty and ... getting back to the teachers. " 

Peter would like to be involved in his children's mathematics education by, 

"helping them with their homework ... supporting them ... where there are having 

difficulties, bringing examples out of the home .. I haven 't had a great deal to 

do ... they do reasonably well at maths. There are a lot of things in your day to 

day life that involves maths skills that you probably do without knowing. " 

Jane 

Jane's own school experiences of mathematics were "very positive." 

She sees the experiences of her own children different from hers in that they, 

"have more experiential stuff whereas I did a lot more rote learning .. . a lot of the 

things that I would class as maths ... they just see it as well .. . this is school ... they 

don 't actually specify it as a different subject area. " 

Jane feels confident to talk to the teachers but feels that she knows more than the 

teacher if mathematics is not the teacher's subject area. " .. . if it is not really their 
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area of specialty I think I have more idea of what the kid is doing than the 

teacher. That doesn't often happen though. " 

Jane has been able to assist her children when she perceives that they are having 

difficulties. One problem she identified was a son who worked through a text, 

making errors and not realising it. Because the child was perceived, by the 

teacher, to be very capable his work was not closely monitored. By watching 

him work at home Kate was able to identify the difficulty and correct it ... "it just 

takes a couple of days to just sit him down and explaining it all and once he's 

twigged he's OK and off he goes again. .. .It wasn 't really a teacher problem. 

They would have to sit down with each child and work out what they were 

doing." 

Jane sees herself as the primary educator of her children till they go to school but 

after that, ''parents are very important. I think a lot of parents play down their 

importance, they don 't feel confident. The child doesn 't necessarily see the 

parent as being important so its a lot more subtle after that. " 

While Jane says she does not do much homework with her children she involves 

herself in their mathematics education by, " .. . pointing things out in shops and do 

things like that..Just whatever we happen to encounter ... even travelling we count 

telegraph poles ... every fifth pole ... every second pole ... little bits and pieces like 

that." Jane finds out what her children are doing by checking out their 

homework books or asking the teacher. 
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She sees mathematics education as fairly important and feels some parents 

underestimate its importance. This occurs because they had negative 

mathematical experiences themselves at school and they say, "because I wasn't 

good at maths ... therefore I can't do it ... without even trying. There's another 

point of view which says ... there 's calculators so they don't need to know very 

much or ... they don't know their tables so they 're not learning anything." 

Jane interprets the misunderstandings parents have about school mathematics as 

their being uninformed. "They don't understand. They haven't tried to become 

involved and see what's happening. They just make blanket assumptions and 

stand back and say, the kid's at school now to learn. There, my job 's done. " 

Description 

Family Profile 

Both parents completed year twelve then university degrees. Peter has a BA in 

accounting and Jane has a BA in education and is presently studying for a 

Bachelor of Theology. 

Peter is engaged in full time paid employment while Jane is a student. 

There are four male children in the family. The eldest is twelve and in grade six, 

the next is nine and in grade three, then a six year old in grade one and the 

youngest is three years old. 
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Parent Perceptions of Self as Mathematics Student 

Peter remembers school mathematics as a positive experience, "/ 've never had 

great difficulty with maths." Jane saw herself as a successful mathematics 

student, to the extent that, when in senior high school she had a teacher who, "we 

knew more than he did so hejust ... basically muddled along and let us do our own 

thing. If we had any problems we contacted the (maths) teacher from one of the 

other high schools." Jane and Peter went on to study statistics at university. 

Both parents see themselves as successful mathematics students. 

Parent's Own Experiences of School Mathematics 

Mathematics was, for Peter, "learning tables sort of rote ... drills everyday. " At 

high school, when studying calculus and trigonometry, he remembers, 

"wondering what it was all about and what I would ever do with it." Jane's own 

school experiences of mathematics were, "very positive. I did a lot more rote 

learning but I suppose I was fortunate in that I found it fairly easy so therefore it 

wasn 't a problem for me. " 

Rote learning was seen by both parents as a major part of their school 

mathematics education. 

Parent Beliefs About What Mathematical Experiences Are For Their Own 

Children 

For his own children Peter sees that in the early years there is an emphasis on 

counting and problem solving but not as great an emphasis on tables. This lack 
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of emphasis on tables is of concern to him. " .. . query sometimes the tables in that 

whether there 's enough emphasis on that old learning of tables so you can go 

click, click ... you know, simple multiplication. " Peter also believes that there 

needs to be a strong emphasis on children's learning to read carefully to 

understand problem questions. The resultant errors are considered by Peter to be 

more reading errors than mathematical errors, "its not a mathematical ability 

problem its more a reading interpretation question ... take your time to read and 

understand the question." Jane sees the experiences of her own children 

different from hers in that they, "have more experiential stuff whereas I did a lot 

more rote learning ... a lot of the things that I would class as maths ... they just see 

it as well ... this is school ... tl]ey don't actually specify it as a different subject 

area. " 

Mathematical experiences for the children are different from the parents' 

experiences. While Jane sees this as a positive thing Peter has some reservations 

about the diminished focus on speedy computational recall and with greater focus 

on problem solving he sees language understanding effecting mathematical 

success. 

Parent Beliefs About Attributes Which Contribute to Children's Learning of 

Mathematics 

Both parents think natural ability is an important attribute in their eldest son's 

success at mathematics with Peter believing this to be the most important 

attribute. They both agree that their son tries hard, Jane giving slightly greater 

credence to this attribute. Peter believes that good teaching at school has been 
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important with some help from home whereas Jane places equal value on the 

contribution of teaching both at school and at home. 

Parent Beliefs About How Children Learn Mathematics 

There are similarities in the parents' beliefs about how children learn 

mathematics. They believe children should be encouraged to argue about 

mathematical ideas, they don't learn best by being told exactly what to do, 

mathematics is not just about learning rules and formulae, drawing pictures and 

talking about mathematical ideas helps in learning mathematics, getting the right 

answer quickly is not the most important thing in mathematics, trying out ideas 

and experimenting is a part of learning mathematics and it is not true that you are 

either good at mathematics or you are not. Children can learn to be successful 

mathematics students. 

Parent Beliefs About How Teachers Think Children Learn Mathematics 

Peter believes that teachers hold similar views to himself on how children learn 

mathematics. The only exceptions are that teachers think if children made 

mistakes they are not good at mathematics and that teachers believe that you 

learn mathematics best when you train yourself to remember how to use the 

formulae. Jane believes that teachers hold views similar to hers on how children 

learn mathematics. 
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Parent Interactions With Teachers and The School 

When it comes to talking with teachers at school Peter has no difficulties but 

hasn't had to do much because, "Jane does a lot more than I do because of her 

involvement in the school and her contact down there. " Peter recollects having 

only had one difficulty with the children's mathematics and that was five years 

ago. The eldest son was doing homework with matrices and wasn't obtaining 

logical answers. He concluded that the boy must have missed out on the work at 

school so, "as soon as we sat down with him at home and watched him do it, it 

sort of clicked ... " Jane feels confident to talk to the teachers but feels that she 

knows more than the teacher if mathematics is not the teacher's subject area. 

" ... if it is not really their area of specialty I think I have more idea of what the 

kid is doing than the teacher. That doesn't often happen though. " Jane finds out 

what her children are doing by checking out their homework books or asking the 

teacher. 

Ways Parents Believe They Can Contribute to Their Children's Mathematical 

Learning 

Peter would like to be involved in his children's mathematics education by, 

"helping them with their homework ... supporting them ... where there are 

difficulties, bringing examples out of the home .. I haven 't had a great deal to 

do ... they do reasonably well at maths. There are a lot of things in your day to 

day life that involves maths skills that you probably do without knowing. " Peter 

appreciates that it takes time to watch a child work something out and that the 

classroom teacher, knowing the child's capabilities in mathematics, would expect 
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that his son not have difficulties. It needed time to watch the child and this is 

where the parents could assist the teachers, " ... something also that we can pick 

up at home by watching him do his homework and things like that so I guess it 

works both ways. " Jane has been able to assist her children when she perceives 

that they are having difficulties. One problem she identified was a son who 

worked through a text, making errors and not realising it. Because the child was 

perceived, by the teacher, to be very capable his work was not closely monitored. 

By watching him work at home Jane was able to identify the difficulty and 

correct it ... "it just takes a couple of days to just sit him down and explaining it 

I 

all and once he's twigged he 's OK and off he goes dgain. . . .It wasn 't really a 

teacher problem. They would have to sit down with each child and work out 

what they were doing." While Jane says she does not do much homework with 

her children she involves herself in their mathematics education by, " ... pointing 

things out in shops and doing things like that..just whatever we happen to 

encounter ... even travelling we count telegraph poles ... every fifth pole ... every 

second pole ... little bits and pieces like that." Jane finds out what her children are 

doing by checking their homework books or asking the teacher. 

Both parents work with their children doing mathematics homework and have 

noted that, through observing their son closely at home, they can identify where 

he has difficulties. They believe it would be very difficult for the classroom 

teacher to make such observations and this is an area where parents can be of 

great assistance to teachers. 
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Parents As The Primary Educators of Their Children 

Peter sees many ways in which parents are the primary educators of their 

children. "/ think teaching them how to be decent human beings . .in terms of 

behaviour, discipline ... in the early years counting, reading them stories and 

sitting with them when they 're doing their reading ... encouraging their 

maths ... making sure they do homework. Once they get into more technical work 

like trigonometry and calculus ... trying to help if you have that ability 

yourse/f. .. recognising they are having difficulty and ... getting back to the 

teachers." Jane sees her~elf as the primary educator of her children till they go 

to school but after that, ''parents are very important. I think a lot of parents play 

down their importance, they don 't feel confident. The child doesn 't necessarily 

see the parent as being important so it's a lot more subtle after that. " 

Peter believes he is the primary educator of his children with Jane agreeing with 

him till the children reach school age when she believes the children's view of 

the parents' role changes. 

Parent Beliefs About the Nature of Mathematics 

At work Peter uses computers and calculators and believes that you, "lose a lot 

of the skills ... in terms of mental arithmetic. I think the computers have 

d~minished that sort of mental arithmetic skill. " Peter sees as a problem not 

being able to quickly do simple calculations because "if you are trying to do it in 

front of somebody they must think you 're a bit slow or something. " Peter sees a 

heavy reliance on technology as getting away from the basics. Jane sees 
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mathematics education as fairly important and feels some parents underestimate 

its importance. This occurs because they had negative mathematical experiences 

themselves at school and they say, "because I wasn't good at maths ... therefore I 

can 't do it ... without even trying. There's another point of view which 

says ... there 's calculators so they don't need to know very much or ... they don't 

know their tables so they 're not learning anything. " Jane sees the 

misunderstandings parents have about school mathematics is a result of being 

uninformed. "They don 't understand. They haven't tried to become involved 

and see what's happening. They just make blanket assumptions and stand back 

and say, the kid's at school now to learn. There, my job's done. " 

While neither parent gives an explanation of what mathematics is they express 

concerns about what is happening around mathematics education. Peter sees 

using calculators and computers as negatively impacting on children's learning 

because they will not be able to do simple calculations. Jane sees parents not 

valuing mathematics sufficiently and as a result not getting sufficiently involved 

in their children's learning and being ill informed. 

Summary 

Peter and Jane were both successful mathematics students who continued 

mathematics studies at university. Their own experiences of primary school 

mathematics was that it was characterised by rote learning with a strong focus on 

computation and neither had difficulties with this. 
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These parents hold many similar views on how children learn mathematics and 

they believe their views are similar to those held by teachers. They believe they 

can best support their children's mathematics learning by making children aware 

of mathematics in their daily lives, helping with homework and communicating 

with teachers on children's learning. Both parents recognise that they are in a 

unique position to watch their children work at mathematics and identify where 

they may be having difficulties. This, they see, is an important area in which 

they can assist the teacher. They realise the extreme difficulty that teachers have 

in monitoring a class of students and that teachers can sometimes be unaware of 

student difficulties. 

Learning experiences in mathematics for the children are different from their own 

with less emphasis on computations such as tables. Problem solving and 

integration with other curriculum areas is what the parents identify in the 

children's experiences of school mathematics. While Jane does not voice 

concerns Peter is troubled about the diminished focus on quick recall of 

memorised facts as he sees there is potential for embarrassment if a person is 

unable to do simple computations. At the same time he acknowledges that, in his 

work, he uses calculators and computers all the time. Another concern of Peter's 

is that reading skills can impinge on mathematics outcomes if children do not 

read problems well. He believes his eldest son takes insufficient care with 

reading and this contributes to careless errors, a problem Peter believes he may 

have had as a child. 
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There is consistency in what both parents believe are the attributes which 

contribute to this son's success in mathematics. His natural ability and effort are 

most important. 

Case Study Five 

Overview. 

Ken 

Ken does not remember much about his own experiences of school mathematics 

but he does remember, "sitting in classrooms saying your tables over and over 

again at a very early age ... leaming imperial measure which made no sense at 

all ... learning by rote." The most worthwhile experience he believes was doing, 

"little mental arithmetic games to sharpen up the brain, 5 minutes of quick 

mental arithmetic around the class just to get the brain bubbling he used to 

say ... very good teacher. " Ken rarely went to high school as he spent most of his 

time "down the creek fishing. " 

The mathematical experiences for his own children are not the same as his. Ken 

says they don't do "structured maths ... chalk on the boardformula ... they don't 

seem to learn any practical applications of mathematics either apart from 

counting money and things like that. " 

Ken has been involved in adult education in the army and believes that the 

students are dependent on the calculator and "they've got no practical use of 

their brain, the grey matter doesn 't work, they've got to be tactile. " 
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Ken has had mixed experiences when talking to teachers about his children's 

mathematics. At one school which serviced an army base Ken felt that the 

school catered well for itinerant children by "bringing someone who was behind 

up to a level where they had good skills." Ken's experience with another school 

was quite different. He found that, "you couldn 't talk to them over there, no 

feedback ... you could never find them ... outside school hours they were gone ... a 

different sort of place entirely ... a different culture." At yet another school Ken 

found the teachers can be "a bit stand offish ... sort of I'm the professional .. ./ 

know my trade better than you do is their attitude. " 

Ken sees himself as the primary educator of his children in the area of life skills 

but that "in actual numeracy and literacy there is a professional system for that 

and they should do it. " 

Ken would like to help his children by doing, "more practical projects from the 

professionals who have researched it ... you know the whole idea is to infuse the 

person with the idea that to do this is going to be beneficial ... which doesn 't seem 

to happen a lot of the time. " 

Ken sees the most important role for him in his children's learning of 

mathematics is to help them with these practical projects and that homework 

should not be "learning a times table by rote. " 

If children don't learn mathematics at school he believes they won't use it much 

in their lives and they won't have much of a future. They'// dig their ditches and 
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that's all they will do ... we 're a long way from menial tasks ... we 're doing IT and 

that 's important. " 

Mathematics, for Ken, is "the whole overall concept. " 

There is no occupation that doesn't require mathematics. "You try and do 

anything at all ... you try and be a doctor with chemistry ... working out how much 

of this goes with that .. .you need maths. No matter what your trade, what your 

function you need maths. " 

Ann 

Ann enjoyed mathematics at primary school. She remembers that school 

mathematics was, "taught by rote. We learnt our times tables by rote which was 

very useful when you come to division. We did mental arithmetic each day which 

/found useful." It was a different story for her in high school. "When you went 

out of the concrete and into the abstract and they could not give me a reason for 

why they were using this formula, why would I want to know it? I was lost. " 

The experiences for her own children are different but better in some ways. 

Mathematics consists of, "more games, more imaginative about the way its 

presented. " 

Ann however feels that her children are not learning computational procedures 

for "multiplication and division and its not seen as necessary. They can use a 

calculator but then they have no idea if they are radically wrong. If they have 
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keyed in a wrong number they have nothing mentally to fall back on where we 

had some idea. " 

Ann is not happy with the progress of either of her children in mathematics. On 

the one hand a child she sees as very capable is "not extended enough ... lefl at the 

same level as her peer group. " The other child she feels is not performing to his 

ability because the teacher "does not expect enough of him. " 

Ann is able to speak about her children to the teachers involved but she does not 

have an appropriate measure for knowing where they should be at, "because 

there is no longer a comparison between abilities it's hard to form an idea about 

where they fit within their peer group. " This has left Ann feeling dissatisfied 

with responses given by teachers when she has discussed her children's 

mathematics performance. Her only measure of how her children are achieving 

is to compare their progress to what she remembers of her own. "If I compare 

him to what I could do at that age he's way behind but my daughter is way 

ahead." 

Ann does not see herself as the primary educator of her children now that they 

are at school. If the children are having difficulties and she wants to help them 

she has to, "go and see the teacher and see how its presented in a school setting 

these days. " Ann does not feel that she has been given enough information 

about what is happening at school this year. In previous years there were 

information nights but these have not taken place due to teacher industrial action. 

Ann would like to have a copy of the curriculum so that she would know "what 

the school expects that child to know and that way make sure that the child did 
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know what was required. " She would also need some information on "how it 

was taught ... maybe an example of each item." 

Ann sees mathematics associated with much of everyday life. "you use it for 

money, for distance ... use it everywhere." 

The mathematics that children use into their adult life however is, "the maths 

they do in primary school. They don 't use high school maths. If they haven't got 

a good grounding by the time they leave primary school they 're lost. " 

Mathematics for Ann is "a way of quantifying things. " 

Description 

Family Profile 

Both parents left school after year 10. Ken worked as a telecommunications 

technician before entering the Army where he completed year 12 then did an 

electronics course. On leaving the army he became a medical technician and an 

instrument fitter. 

Ann went straight into paid employment and all training was on the job. 

They have three children. The oldest is a boy aged ten and in grade five. The 

next is a girl in grade two and the youngest is a girl in kindergarten. 
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Neither Ken nor Ann completed secondary schooling but instead went directly 

into the work force. Ken completed Year 12 as a mature aged student and both 

parents undertook on the job training. 

Parent Perceptions of Self as Mathematics Student 

Ken seems to have enjoyed some of his experiences in primary school 

mathematics but does not remember much of what took place. He spent very 

little time in secondary school and does not see himself as having been a 

successful student in the school system. Ann saw herself as a successful student 

at primary school mathematics but at high school she, "was lost" once the 

teaching, "went out of the concrete and into the abstract" 

Parent's Own Experiences of School Mathematics 

Ken does not remember much about his own experiences of school mathematics 

but he does remember, "sitting in classrooms saying your tables over and over 

again at a very early age ... learning imperial measure which made no sense at 

al/ ... learning by rote." The most worthwhile experience he believes was, "doing 

little mental arithmetic games to sharpen up the brain, 5 minutes of quick mental 

arithmetic around the class just to get the brain bubbling he used to say ... very 

good teacher. " Ken rarely went to high school as he spent most of his time, 

"down the creek fishing." Ann enjoyed mathematics at primary school. She 

remembers that school mathematics was, "taught by rote. We learnt our times 

tables by rote which was very useful when you come to division. We did mental 

arithmetic each day which I found useful. " It was a different story for her in high 
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school. "When you went out of the concrete and into the abstract and they could 

not give me a reason for why they were using this formula, why would I want to 

know it? I was lost." 

Rote learning was very much a part of both parents' experiences of school 

mathematics. This was accompanied by a sense of success at primary school but 

this success did not continue into high school. 

Parent Beliefs About What Mathematical Experiences Are For Their Own 

Children 

The mathematical experiences for Ken's children are not the same as he 

experienced. Ken says they don't do, "structured maths ... chalk on the board 

formula ... they don't seem to learn any practical applications of mathematics 

either, apart from counting money and things like that. " Ken has been involved 

in adult education in the army and believes that the students are dependent on the 

calculator and, "they've got no practical use of their brain, the grey matter 

doesn't work, they've got to be tactile." The mathematical experiences for Ann's 

children are different from her own but better in some ways. Mathematics 

consists of, "more games, more imagination about the way its presented. " Ann, 

however, feels that her children are not learning computational procedures for, 

"multiplication and division and its not seen as necessary. They can use a 

calculator but then they have no idea if they are radically wrong. If they have 

keyed in a wrong number they have nothing mentally to fall back on where we 

had some idea. " Ann is not happy with the progress of either of her children in 

mathematics. On the one hand a child she sees as very capable is, "not extended 
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enough ... left at the same level as her peer group." The other child she feels is 

not performing to his ability because the teacher, "does not expect enough of 

him." 

There are significant differences in how both parents see the mathematical 

experiences in which their children are engaged. On the one hand Ken believes 

there is not sufficient, "practical applications of mathematics, " whereas Ann 

believes her children are involved in more practical mathematics than she 

experienced. Ann's concern is that the children are not learning sufficient 

computational mathematics. 

Parent Beliefs About Attributes Which Contribute to Children's Learning of 

Mathematics 

While the mother felt that her child's lack of success at mathematics could be 

attributed to not being lucky and lack of effort, the father attributed this lack of 

success to poor teaching and also lack of effort on the child's part. Ann did not 

acknowledge the value of any help given at home while Ken felt he had given 

some effective help at home. Luck was not a factor in children's learning of 

mathematics as far as Ken was concerned. 

There are significant differences in these parent byliefs about attributes which 

contribute to children's learning of mathematics. 
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Parent Beliefs About How Children Learn Mathematics 

Both parents believe that children learn mathematics best by being taught rules 

and formulae with Ann believing that you learn best when you train yourself to 

remember how to use the formulae. Ken believes getting the right answer as 

quickly as possible is the most important thing in mathematics while Ann does 

not agree with this. She believes that children learn best by being told exactly 

what to do and that children shouldn't take risks in mathematics. Ann and Ken 

believe children should be encouraged to talk about how they learn mathematics, 

that making mistakes doesn't mean they are not doing well and drawing pictures 

of mathematical ideas is not a waste of time. 

Both parents believe that mathematics is meant to be used to solve everyday 

problems and that learning rules and formulae doesn't necessarily help you think 

better. Rules and formulae are very important in both parents' beliefs about how 

children learn mathematics but there are significant differences in other beliefs 

which the parents hold about how mathematics is learnt. 

Parent Beliefs About How Teachers Think Children Learn Mathematics 

Ken's views about how teachers think mathematics is learnt are generally similar 

to his own beliefs. The exceptions are that while he thinks getting the right 

answer as quickly as possible is the most important thing in mathematics he 

doesn't think teachers believe that. He thinks children learn mathematics best by 

being taught rules and formulae but he doesn't know what teachers think on this 

issue. 
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On eight of the fourteen questions Ann has a different view from what she thinks 

teachers believe. Ann believes children shoul_d not be encouraged to argue about 

mathematical ideas, children learn best by learning rules and formulae and being 

told exactly what to do and they shouldn't take risks, but she believes that 

teachers think to the contrary. 

On most issues Ken has similar views to what he believes teachers hold but Ann 

holds many views contrary to what she believes teachers hold on how children 

learn mathematics. 

Parent Interactions With Teachers and The School 

Ken has had mixed experiences when talking to teachers about his children's 

mathematics. At one school which serviced an army base Ken felt that the 

school catered well for itinerant children by "bringing someone who was behind 

up to a level where they had good skills." Ken's experience with another school 

was quite different. He found that, 'you couldn 't talk to them over there, no 

feedback ... you could never find them ... outside school hours they were gone ... a 

different sort of place entirely ... a different culture. " At yet another school Ken 

found the teachers can be, "a bit stand offish ... sort of I'm the professional .. .I 

know my trade better than you do is their attitude. " Ann is able to speak about 

her children to the teachers involved but she does not have an appropriate 

measure for knowing where they should be at, "because there is no longer a 

comparison between abilities it's hard to form an idea about where they fit 

within their peer group. " This has left Ann feeling dissatisfied with responses 

given by teachers when she has discussed her children's mathematics 
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performance. Her only measure of how her children are achieving is to compare 

their progress to what she remembers of her own. "If I compare him to what I 

could do at that age he's way behind but my daughter is way ahead. " 

Ann does not feel that she has been given enough information about what is 

happening at school this year. In previous years there were information nights 

but these have not taken place due to teacher industrial action. 

Ways Parents Believe They Can Contribute to Their Children's Mathematical 

Learning 

Ken would like to help his children by doing, "more practical projects from the 

professionals who have researched it ... you know the whole idea is to infuse the 

person with the idea that to do this is going to be beneficial ... which doesn 't seem 

to happen a lot of the time. " Ken sees the most important role for him in his 

children's learning of mathematics is to help them with these practical projects 

and that homework should not be, "learning a times table by rote. " Ann would 

like to have a copy of the curriculum so that she would know, "what the school 

expects that child to know and that way make sure that the child did know what 

was required. " She would also need some information on "how it was 

taught ... maybe an example of each item." 

Ken and Ann would like to be actively involved in supporting their children's 

mathematics education with Ken wanting to do problem solving activities and 

Ann wanting to work on activities directly related to classroom learning. 
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Parents As The Primary Educators of Their Children 

Ken sees himself as the primary educator of his children in the area oflife skills 

but that, "in actual numeracy and literacy there is a professional system for that 

and they should do it. " Ann does not see herself as the primary educator of her 

children now that they are at school. If the children are having difficulties and 

she wants to help them she has to, "go and see the teacher and see how its 

presented in a school setting these days. " 

Parent Beliefs About What Mathematics Is 

Mathematics, for Ken, is "the whole overall concept." Mathematics for Ann is 

"a way of quantifying things. " 

Parent Beliefs About How Children Will Use Mathematics In Their Lives 

If children don't learn mathematics at school he believes they won't use it much 

in their lives and they won't have much of a future. They'// dig ditches and that's 

all they will do ... we 're a long way from menial tasks ... we 're doing IT and that's 

important." There is no occupation that doesn't require mathematics. "You try 

and do anything at al/...you try and be a doctor with chemistry ... working out how 

much of this goes with that ... you need maths. No matter what your trade, what 

your function you need maths. " Ann sees mathematics associated with much of 

everyday life. "you use it for money, for distance ... use it everywhere." 
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The mathematics that children use into their adult life however is, "the maths 

they do in primary school. They don 't use high school maths. If they haven 't got 

a good grounding by the time they leave primary school they 're lost. " 

Summary 

Ken and Ann both experienced a lack of success in school mathematics after they 

entered secondary school. Neither parent completed secondary education but 

both have clear expectations for successful mathematics outcomes for their own 

children. 

The school has the primary role for educating the children in mathematics and 

both parents want to support the school through working with the children at 

home. 

Ann is very conscious that her only measure of her children's achievement is a 

comparison with her own school experiences. She does not feel .that this is 

adequate and would like detailed curriculum and pedagogical information to 

enable her to support her children's mathematics learning at home. She is not 

satisfied with the mathematics education outcome for either of her children and 

this appears to stem from her lack of understanding about what school 

expectations are for her children in mathematics and a concern that the children 

are not doing mathematics like she did. 

Ken's concerns about children's understanding and application of mathematics 

primarily stems from his work with young adults in technical and military 
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organisations with his belief that these young people are poor problem solvers 

who depend too heavily on technology to solve problems for them. 

Lack of effort is seen by both parents as being important in the older child's 

difficulties with mathematics and Ken also believes the son has not had good 

teaching whereas Ann believes he has not been lucky. 

Both parents identify that the mathematics experiences for their own children are 

different from their own with Ann lamenting a diminished emphasis on 

computation as she believes the mathematics taught at the primary level is the 

only mathematics of use in everyday life and this is consistent with her view that 

mathematics is about quantifying things. She has a perception that mathematics 

learnt at high school is of no use in everyday life and this is possibly a reflection 

of her own lack of success at high school mathematics and the fact that she has 

not worked in a situation which requires higher order mathematics. Ken's work 

experiences are very much concerned with applied mathematics and he values 

greatly problem solving skills. 

While these parents have clear expectations of what mathematics should be for 

their children these expectations are very different for both parents. 
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CHAPTERS ANALYSIS AND SUMMARY OF STUDY 

"When you emphasize analysis, you want your reader to know what you know. " 

(Wolcott, 1994, p.412) 

F amity Profile 

All but two parents completed secondary studies to year twelve then engaged in 

post school studies. The parents who did not complete secondary studies went 

directly into the paid work force. 

The families comprise two, three or four children with a total of twelve boys and 

three girls. There is no indication that the gender of the child influenced 

responses given by parents to the various questions asked. 

The number of tertiary qualified parents (seven) is not meant to be indicative of 

the general community though in Canberra a greater proportion of the population 

has tertiary qualifications than the Australian average. 

In three families both parents are in the paid work force with the father only in 

the paid work force of the other two families. 

Parent Perceptions of Self as Mathematics Student 

All the parents except one mother saw themselves as successful mathematics 

students at primary school. 
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At high school five of the parents experienced difficulties which changed their 

perception of themselves to being less able mathematics students. 

Half of the parents had negative perceptions of themselves as mathematics 

students by the time their schooling was completed. 

Parent's Own Experiences of School Mathematics 

All parents made reference to the rote learning nature of their own school 

mathematics experience. Terms such as, drill and practice, tables, memorising, 

rote learning and rules characterised parents' responses. While some felt that this 

wasn't a problem because they quickly understood what they were learning 

others remember memorising work with no explanation and understanding of 

what was meant. 

Those parents who experienced difficulties with school mathematics could 

identify a change in the nature of the mathematics being taught from primary to 

high school, 'from concrete to abstract", "the conceptual side was a struggle" 

Parent Beliefs About What Mathematical Experiences Are For Their Own 

Children 

Without exception parents see mathematical experiences for their children being 

very different from their own. All but one parent, a father, believe that there is a 

greater focus on problem solving and practical applications of mathematics. 
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Conceptual understanding is cited by several parents as being an important focus 

of mathematical learning for their children. 

Rote learning and memorisation are identified as being less consequential for the 

children than was the case for the parents. 

Fun and enjoyment were characteristics identified by several parents as being 

part of their children's experiences of mathematics. 

Parent Beliefs About Attributes Which Contribute to Children's Learning of 

Mathematics 

Parents were given ten counters to distribute between five attributes in order to 

determine their relative importance in their children's learning of mathematics. 

Table 5.1 summarises parent beliefs about attributes which contribute to 

children's learning of mathematics. 

Natural ability received scores of between two and six with only one parent not 

giving any value to this attribute. 

The attribute of making an effort, or conversely not making an effort, received 

scores of between one and four. Three parents did not give a value to this 

attribute. 

Good teaching at school was an attribute that received scores from one to four. 

All parents gave a value to this attribute. 
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Good help or teaching at home received scores from one to three. Two mothers 

did not give a value to this attribute. 

Only one parent gave a value to luck as a factor in their child's learning of 

mathematics. The child was seen by both parents as not being a successful 

mathematics student and, while the father did not give a value to luck, the mother 

gave this a value of four. She believed her child had not been lucky in 

mathematics. 

The study from which this instrument was modelled (Hess et al 1987) focused on 

cultural variations in parent beliefs about children's performance in mathematics. 

The three groups investigated showed different patterns of attribution but not one 

group placed as much significance on natural ability as is apparent in this study. 

Effort rated more prominently in Hess's study than was the case in this study. 

In this study no parent believed that their child made a great effort in 

mathematics. The highest value given to makirig an effort was three out often 

with three parents not even giving a rating to this attribute (see Table 5.1). 

The parents' prominent rating of natural ability as a factor in their child's 

achievement in mathematics is somewhat at odds with their response to the 

statement, you are either good at mathematics or you are not, you can 't do much 

about it (see Table 5.2). Not one parent agreed with this statement though two 

responded that they did not know. Interestingly half the parents, when asked 

what they believed teachers views were, either believed teachers agreed with the 
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statement or they did not know. This inconsistency reflects the same type of 

conflict that exists between teachers' practices and beliefs (Raymond 1997). 
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Table 5.1 Apportioning Ten Counters 

The number indicates the number of counters allocated to each attribute 

Attribute Case Study 1 Case Study 2 Case Study 3 Case Study 4 Case Study 5 
Tom Helen Allan Kay John ,Kate Peter Jane Ken Ann 

My child has natural ability for mathematics 5 6 4 4 5 3 4 3 
My child does not have natural ability for mathematics 2 
My child tries hard in mathematics 1 1 1 2 3 
My child does not try hard in mathematics 4 3 
My child has good teaching at school in mathematics 2 4 2 3 4 4 3 2 
My child has not had good teaching at school in 4 1 
mathematics 
My child has had good teaching/help at home in 2 3 3 1 2 1 2 
mathematics 
My child has not had good teaching/help at home in 2 
mathematics 
My child has been lucky in mathematics 
My child has not been lucky in mathematics 4 
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Parent Beliefs About How Children Learn Mathematics 

Parents were asked to respond to a fourteen point questionnaire on the nature of 

mathematics and how they think children learn mathematics. 

Table 5.2 summarises parent responses to the fourteen questions on how they 

think mathematics is learnt and it also contains their responses to the same 

fourteen questions on how parents think teachers believe children learn 

mathematics. 

In only two families did the parents hold similar views on how children learn 

mathematics. In the other three families the parents' views were not always 

similar on the fourteen questions. 

All parents believe that; children should be encouraged to argue about 

mathematical ideas, drawing pictures of mathematical.ideas is not a waste of 

time, making mistakes in mathematics does not necessarily mean that you are not 

doing well, it is not the case that you are either good at mathematics or you are 

not - there's nothing you can do about it, mathematics is meant to be used to 

solve everyday problems and experimenting is part of learning mathematics. 

Only one parent believes that getting the right answer as quickly as possible is 

the most important thing in mathematics. Another parent was alone in thinking 

that children shouldn't take risks, they should know what to do. 
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Two parents believe you learn mathematics best when you train yourself to 

remember how to use a formulae. 

The point which created most variation in responses was that children learn 

mathematics best by being taught rules and formulae. Three parents agreed with 

this statement, two were undecided and the other five disagreed. 

Parent Beliefs About How Teachers Think Children Learn Mathematics 

Parents were asked to respond to the same fourteen questions (referred to in the 

previous paragraph) on the nature of mathematics and how they think teachers 

believe children learn mathematics. 

This was to identify inconsistencies in parents views about mathematics and the 

views they believed teachers held. 

Seven of the ten parents believe they hold similar views to teachers on how 

children learn mathematics. Three parents felt they either didn't know what 

teachers thought or they had different views from those of teachers. 

Where parents had differing views from what they believed teachers held, the 

views were not consistent among the parents. One mother believed teachers 

would think that children should not argue about mathematical ideas whereas 

another mother believed that teachers supported children's arguing about 

mathematical ideas. 
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Table 5.2 How Do You Think Mathematics is Learnt - result 

What parents think and what they believe teachers think 
Parents D- Disagree A - Agree DK - Don't Know Teachers d - disagree a - agree dk - don't know 

Statement Case Study 1 Case Study 2 Case Study 3 Case Study 4 Case Study 5 
Tom Helen Allan Kay John Kate Peter Jane Ken Ann 

1 Children shouldn't be encouraged to argue about the mathematical Ddk Da Dd Dd Dd Dd Dd Dd Dd Ad 
idea that they are learning. 

2 You should accept mathematical ideas as they are: there is no room Ddk Ddk Dd Dd Dd Dd Dd Dd Dd Dd 
for questioning them. 

. 

3 Children learn mathematics best by being taught rules and formulae Adk Ddk DKdk A/DKdk Dd A/Dd Dd Dd Adk Ad 
4 You must take care to avoid making errors in mathematics Adk Ddk Dd Dd DKdk Dd Dd Dd Dd Ad 
5 Drawing pictures of mathematical ideas is a waste of time Da Ddk Dd Dd Ddk Dd Dd Dd Dd Dd 
6 Making mistakes in mathematics means that you are not doing well Da Da Dd Dd Dd Dd Da Dd Dd Dd 
7 Children shouldn't be encouraged to talk about how they learn Da Ddk Dd Dd Dd Dd Dd Dd Dd Dd 

mathematics; this is a waste of time and doesn't help them to do 
better. 

8 You learn mathematics best when you train yourself to remember Dd Ddk DKdk Aa Ddk Dd Da Dd Ddk Aa 
how to use the formulae. 

9 You are either good at mathematics or you are not; you can't do DKa Ddk DKdk Dd Ddk Dd Dd Dd Dd Da 
much about it. 

10 Mathematics isn't meant to be used to solve everyday problems; Da Ddk Dd Da Dd Dd Dd Dd Dd D a 
learning rules and formulae help you to think better. 

11 Children learn mathematics best by being told exactly what to do. Aa Ddk DKdk Dd Dd Dd Dd Dd Dd Ad 
12 When learning mathematics children shouldn't take risks; they Dd Ddk Dd Dd Ddk Dd Dd Dd Dd Ad 

should know what to do. 
13 Although you can learn other subjects by trying out ideas and Da Dd Dd Dd Dd Dd Dd Dd Dd Dd 

experimenting, you can't learn mathematics that way. 
14 Getting the right answer as quickly as possible is the most Dd Ddk Dd Dd Dd Dd Dd Dd Ad Dd 

important thing in mathematics. 
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Parent Interactions With Teachers and The School 

Half the parents have no recollections of discussing their child's mathematics 

progress with the teacher. This may be because all but one student under 

discussion are considered successful mathematics students by the parents. 

It is mostly the mothers who engage in communication with the school. While 

none of the parents felt they.had difficulty talking to teachers at school there were 

variations in the extent to which parents feel satisfied with the quality of that 

interaction. 

In one family, where both parents are engaged in full time paid employment, 

both parents feel that insufficient information is given to them concerning 

curriculum content and pedagogy to enable them to appropriately assist their 

children at home as they have limited time to visit the school. Another mother 

also expressed concern about not knowing what to expect of her child in terms of 

curriculum content knowledge. 

Another parent, who has moved several times with the military, has had mixed 

experiences in communications with schools. His main concern was lack of 

respect shown on the part of teachers. 

Several parents visit the school frequently and are able to discuss issues with 

teachers as they see the need arising. 
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Ways Parents Believe They Can Contribute to Their Children's Mathematical 

Learning 

All parents felt they could make a contribution to their children's mathematical 

learning. Several parents felt that, to work effectively with their child, they 

needed more information from the school concerning pedagogical and curriculum 

content knowledge. Another issue raised was the need for communication which 

was not just a response to difficulties. Many parents noted they could have a 

valuable role in identifying individual difficulties that children may have and 

alerting teachers to these. 

Four parents noted activities in which they engaged, which were not directly 

related to classroom mathematics but which explored mathematics in everyday 

life. 

Parents As The Primary Educators of Their Children 

Seven parents saw th.emselves as the primary educators of their children. Four 

fathers saw this in a general sense for such things as life skills and learning to be 

decent human beings. Three mothers say that once children attend school they 

are no longer the primary educators and their role is to support the school. 

All parents saw their role as supporting the school's effort. 
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Parent Beliefs About What Mathematics Is 

While parents found it difficult to define the nature of mathematics much can be 

gleaned, indirectly, from responses to other questions. Some parents believe that 

mathematics is a hard to define part of everyday life while others believe it is 

basically numeracy. 

Parent Beliefs About How Children Will Use Mathematics In Their Lives 

Parents from one family did not respond to this question. 

There is a range of views represented concerning the use of mathematics in the 

future. Three parents acknowledge that technology would change the nature of 

mathematics required. One father believes that if children are not successful 

mathematics students they will not have much of a future in the work force. 

Another mother believes that computers and calculators have changed what it 

means to do mathematics. One father believes that it will not be as necessary to 

understand mathematics in the future because computer programs will reduce the 

need to understand. Two parents say that no matter what children choose to do 

mathematics will be a part of their life. 
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CHAPTER6 INTERPRETATION AND IMPLICATIONS 

"When you emphasize interpretation, you want your reader to understand what 

you think you yourself have understood. " (Wolcott, 1994, p.412) 

Interpretation 

This study identifies many aspects of parents' beliefs about the teaching and 

learning of primary school mathematics, an understanding of which can 

contribute to improved learning outcomes for children. The findings from this 

study are similar to those found by Epstein and Dauber ( 1991) in that more 

similarities exist between parents and teachers than many realise. 

Parents are aware that their children's experiences of school mathematics are 

different from their own with understanding being a desired outcome. Parents 

characterised their own primary school experiences of mathematics as rote 

learning and memorisation of facts. Understanding was not a primary focus. 

Parents struggle with the dichotomy between what they learnt and values derived 

from their mathematics education and what they understand of the learning 

experiences of their children. One example is that, while several of the parents 

use calculators and computers at work instead of pencil and paper for 

mathematics calculations, they still value rote learning of computations and are 

uncertain about their children becoming too dependant on calculators and 

computers. 
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Parents are involved with their children in home activities associated with 

mathematics. This involvement is unrelated to mathematics tasks set as 

homework. Through such activities parents pass on to their children a view 

about mathematics which may or may not be consistent with that being taught at 

school. Parental views about what mathematics consists of is influenced by the 

extent to which they (parents) perceive they use mathematics in their own lives. 

There is a wide range of views, held by parents, about the nature of mathematics 

and this could lead to fundamental conflicts for children between what they learn 

at home and what they learn at school. 

Even though half the parents in the study had unsuccessful experiences of school 

mathematics, they believe that mathematics is not only for an elite group, and 

that it is important for all children to succeed in mathematics. 

Parents in this study experienced varying degrees of satisfaction from 

interactions with teachers and feelings of dissatisfaction arose when parents felt 

that teachers did not give due regard to parent concerns. Parents want their role 

in children's education to be acknowledged and valued by teachers. 

Parents recognised that they had insufficient knowledge of practices in 

mathematics education and want information on curriculum and pedagogy to 

enable them to more effectively assist their children with mathematics. 

All these factors suggest that a more detailed understanding of current 

mathematics learning theory and practice would help parents with the 
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mathematics learning of their children. As parents believe they have a role to 

play in helping their children learn mathematics, and they see their role as 

supporting the school, these parents should be receptive to positive initiatives 

taken by teachers to assist them to help with their children's learning of 

mathematics 

Implications 

The majority of children's time is spent outside the school environment and in a 

myriad ways parents are influencing their children's understandings and attitudes 

towards mathematics. 

This study shows that parents care deeply about their children's learning in 

mathematics and that parents want their children to achieve in mathematics. 

Parents indicated that they worked with their children at home in mathematics 

activities and were guided by their beliefs about mathematics. These beliefs were 

based on their own school and work experiences as well as what they believed 

. was 'best for their children '. To achieve the best learning outcomes for children 

there needs to be consistency between what is taught at home and what is taught 

at school. The choice is not about whether to consider parents as partners but 

rather to develop strategies to maximise the value of efforts parents already 

make. 

Parents identified some preferred ways in which they would like to support their 

children's learning in mathematics. They saw their relationship with the school, 

and communication with teachers, as critical to their capacity to support their 
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children's mathematics learning. While there is, among parents, a diversity of 

preferred strategies they are all based on the premise that teachers need to engage 

in communication practices which recognise equal status between themselves 

and parents and that the parents' role is to support the school. 

To ensure that both parents and teachers are conveying similar messages about 

what it means to do mathematics schools must develop on going programs to 

inform parents about current mathematics teaching practices and to make explicit 

to parents the significance of their role in their children's mathematics education. 

A variety of approaches needs to be taken in recognition of the diverse ways in 

which parents want, and are able, to be involved in the mathematics education of 

their children. Schools should become the centres of parent education (Edgar, 

1997, p.14). 

Communication must take place in both directions. Teachers need to find out 

about parent perceptions and understandings as well as informing parents about 

current practice in mathem~tics education. Parents are best able to identify what 

their needs are and teachers can gain this information through such activities as 

interviews, surveys or workshops. Homework is a powerful communicator of 

teacher and parent values. In recognition of this any work sent home for children 

to complete should reflect best teaching and learning practice as it is from this 

work that parents develop views about school mathematics. This work is most 

effective if it engages the parents as learning partners with their children rather 

than merely as supervisors. Teachers should also seek parents' written comments 
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on their child's efforts and respond to these as a way of showing parents that 

their input is valued. 

All those involved in mathematics education need to see the development of 

quality school-parent partnerships as not another role for schools but a 

fundamental ingredient of an effective school and as such provide resources to 

facilitate such partnership. 

Conclusions 

In summary, this study clearly shows that; 

• parents want to be involved with children's mathematics learning 

• there is a need for regular communication by teachers, appropriate to parents' 

understanding of how children learn mathematics 

• teachers need to develop effective strategies for communicating with parents 

about mathematics learning 

• teachers need to fully inform parents of policies, procedures and practices 

being implemented in classrooms 

• teachers need to demonstrate through a variety of means eg. homework, 

parent-teacher discussions, workshops and good practice, ways to help 

educate parents to possible new ways of looking at how mathematics is learnt. 

For Further Research 

The majority of parents who were the subject of this study had succeeded in the 

education system, having tertiary qualifications. Studies which look at parents 
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who did not succeed in the education system may identify different perceptions 

about the teaching and learning of primary school mathematics and indicate 

different strategies for improving student learning outcomes. 

Teachers perceptions about the role of parents in children's mathematics learning 

need to be studied to determine appropriate professional development programs 

to enable teachers to implement communication strategies for diverse parent 

populations. 
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APPENDIX 1 

An example of one of five transcripts of case study interview. 

Tom 

Q: It 's extracting the maths from the word problem that you find to be your 

child's problem? 

A: Yes, separating the mathematics from the language, is where he needs help. 

Peter hasn't really had much in the way of work sheets over the year. Kim 

certainly has over the last year or two and Kim will basically sit down and work 

through the sheet. lfhe can't work out what's required then we'll give the 

assistance to work out what it is that they are actually asking. For Peter, what we 

have had with the mathematics over the last year, well last year first at high 

school is for homework they're doing a project, this is for mathematics. We 

don't get any sheets to re-enforce what they have learnt at school, it's whole new 

things that they have got to do in their own time to work out what is required and 

how best to do things. 

Q: So you don 't feel they build on things that they've done in class? 

A: Well, it may have but we don't get the information to support it. So, you've 

then got to chase up the teacher, chase it up through the kid about exactly what's 

required, the level that's required and just how much information is needed. 

In Peter's case it's what it has required. It's sort ofreally good analytical skills 

that you wouldn't expect a kid in year seven to have. And again, that has been a 

problem with Peter with his language skills, separating the wheat from the chaff, 

and which bits are important. It's difficult for him so, it's probably not the best 
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way for him to do maths. Where as if you give him a work sheet he will work 

through it and come up with ninety nine percent of the answers correctly. 

I don't think my kids try hard at anything. That's just my view. 

Q: Sometimes they make a bit of an effort? 

A: Oh yeah, I mean if as I say if it's a worksheet if they can sit there, they'll sit 

there and work through it and do it all. If it's something that requires a bit more 

input a bit more thought ... it's a lot more difficult to get them to do that and, a 

lot of the time, it comes back to being unsure of exactly what is required, the 

level that's required. 

Q: Not clearly defined? 

A: Yeah, it's not clearly defined. Or ... that's what I always thought mathematics 

was supposed to be about ... .l remember back to my years at school. 

Q: What were your own experiences of school mathematics? 

A: .. .I think I have a natural ability with anything at school I don't particularly try 

hard but then again there are some things they're getting kids to do nowadays 

that are very different from what I did. At primary school, it's going back thirty 

years ago, and it's very different .... I don't remember having much in the way of 

homework. I don't remember having a difficulty at all with mathematics. 

Certainly in primary school and then I went onto high school and did the maths. 

I didn't do it at a particularly high level. I then went on to do electronics and in 

terms associated with electronics I didn't find it particularly difficult. I mean, I 

got through it. 

Q: So how would you describe the way you did mathematics at school? You 

said that there is a difference in what is expected now to what you actually did. 
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A: The way that they attack it and when I went through I remember doing all the 

drills for the times table and remembering all that sort of stuff and just working 

through problem after problem for long division and all that sort of stuff and they 

don't seem to do anywhere near that now. There seems to be a lot more language 

skills required. Perhaps, I don't remember that part of it. 

Q: But your recollection is a lot of memorization? 

A: Yes. 

Q: How did you feel about your understanding of the mathematics then? Do you 

feel that you understood it? 

A: No, I don't think I did. No, I don't think I really did because I didn't go on 

with it. At year 11 level, pure maths was offered as a subject. It was "What, do I 

want to do this for?" I want things that apply to the real world . . . not some 

abstract thing I didn't do it. 

Q: But you felt capable about all the memory work so that didn 't worry you? 

You didn't think beyond just doing it? 

A: No it didn't worry me at all. 

Q: What do you think mathematics is for your own children? 

A: I'm not sure what you're asking there. 

Q: ... Well, you said mathematics for you was a lot of memorizing, your tables. 

Going through procedures, word problems for different algorithms. A lot of, 

practice of computation. What do you think it is for your children? 

A: I don't know. I'd have to try and work out. It does seem to be quite 

importance. 
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Now of course, the kids can rely on the calculator to work out some of the 

problems. There are things they don't have to worry about. 

Q: And what do you think of that? 

A: Well, that's fine in some cases, but certainly, I guess they've been taught the 

methodology ... and I mean, they must be because otherwise they couldn't come 

up with the correct answers. 

Q: So do you think that children are taught to understand more about 

mathematics now? Is that what's behind their use of calculators? 

A: Well, I certainly hope so. The difficulty I have is that I don't know how to ... 

Q: Put it in words? 

A: Yes 

Q: How confident do you feel about talking to teachers about your child's 

performance in mathematics? 

A: I have no problem, about any subject that we're concerned about but we 

haven't had quite the problems with mathematics as any of the other areas, It's 

not been a big problem area. 

Q: How do you feel about the responses that you 're given by teachers when you 

discuss your child's progress, now I'm focusing here in mathematics? 

A: At primary school they, tend not to focus so much on one particular area too 

much. When you go to a parent/teacher interview, unfortunately, a number of 

times, we've had the experience with Peter anyway, was that he's doing fine, 

they'll work it out eventually, or it'll fall into place. 

Q: I get the feeling that you don 't feel satisfied? 
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A: As well, with the first child, you sort of except that and say well, "Hey, well 

0.K you know, it's all going to happen. He's going well enough to get through, 

but then 

Q: You've had an underlying concern? 

A: Absolutely, absolutely from well, basically from grade one. Our experience 

with Peter was that we had come down from Brisbane ... we had brought all he's 

work with him. He'd done grade one in Brisbane. Knowing what we know now, 

that really equates to kinder down here and Peter really should have gone into 

grade one down here and then gone through the whole system. 

Q: And he went into grade two? 

A: They put him into grade two. Now, on reflection, with hindsight, and all that 

there was no way that he should have been put into grade two, And seeing what 

the other two kids that have gone now, through kinder and grade one. 

Q: In the A.CT.? 

A: They've gone through the whole system in the A.C.T but seeing what they are 

doing at school in grade one it opens your eyes and you realize well hey, they 

didn't make the right decision. They were incorrect. My feeling is that they 

shouldn't have made that mistake and if we'd known. If it had happened with the 

second child . .. we probably would have forced the issue and .. . or known more 

about what was going on and may well have not allowed it to happen and said, 

"Well, he's going into grade one and that's that". 

Q: How would you describe the teachers attitude? 

A: Well, the teachers attitude has always been that you can't hold a kid back, 

you must let them go through with their group or all sorts of things are going to 

happen to the child. However, in my experience, almost every single teacher I 
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know socially, I don't know them in the school system but the people I know · 

socially ... school teachers. Almost every single one of them and that's probably 

five or six at least, have had at least one child that they have held back and yet, 

every single teacher that you talk to about your own children they tell you, ''No, 

we can't do that. No way, it's going to, the kid will blow up or something", that 

seems to be their attitude. And yet, they themselves have probably got kids that 

they have held back because they have looked at it and said, "Oh they're not 

mature or are having a difficulty there and that extra year will help them." That's 

something that really, when I sort of sat down and realised that this is how it all 

worked... They apply different rules to the parents, that they are dealing with. 

Q: Do you think it was that or their greater knowledge of both the child and the 

system and that you were lacking that and somehow they didn 't impart that to 

you? 

A: Yes, it took us quite a few years to realise that. Once we sort of realised that, 

in fact your own thoughts and feelings and first thoughts and feelings a lot of 

times are in fact the correct way to go. We had concerns particularly with Peter, 

straight off, and basically they talked us into it and we had no knowledge to fall 

back on to say "Well, we don't think that is the right thing and so this is what we 

are going to do". 

Q: In hindsight what would you have done? 

A: It may not have made any difference with Peter. .. but I'm sure, it certainly 

wouldn't have made it worse and I'm sure, looking at it now. It certainly would 

have helped the situation because he, he's got a special problem anyway ... he has 

a particular problem with short term memory ... but having missed out on some of 

his language skills, that hasn't helped that. Made it probably, certainly made it 

worse than what it would be. 

Q: What sort of communications with the teachers would have helped? 
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A: Too often, you'll get the end of term report back and they'll be a note on 

they're saying that the child is doing poorly at this or this has happened or such 

and such has happened and it's happened two months ago you know, why 

weren't we told then so we could have dealt with it straight away, fixed the 

problem up. If there is a particular problem it needs to be dealt with as soon as 

possible. 

Q: Phone calls? 

A: Yes phone call, or can you come in and see us, They've got everybody's 

phone numbers ... or can you call me when you've a chance or something like 

that. 

Q: How would you react to teachers ringing you even if there is no 

problem ... just to tell you that your child is working well? 

A: Fine. 

Q: If they established a routine of ringing every parent? 

A: Some kids they're not going to be doing too much ringing about but a lot of 

kids will simply have work presented to them they'll look at it and think oh, yeah 

I can do that and they'll sit down and they'll do it. 

Unfortunately it seems that the way teachers attack it is that they present the 

work and if children can do it well will give them more so will take them in other 

directions. And will you know, stretch them a bit. Those that can't do it will... 

Q: Sideline? 

A: Sort of pushed to the side .. . certainly in primary school there doesn't seem to 

be much in the way of extra help. Even in the way of ... you've really got to go 

and chase them, you've really got to go chasing it and to me that seems very back 

to front. You know, there seems to be places made for the high flyers but none 
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for the kids that need more help in the way of ... more handouts to help the 

parents. You know, your child is having a difficulty in this area, this will help 

them ... 

Q: And you wouldn 't have a problem with that ? 

A: Absolutely not, absolutely not. I think this whole school system is back to 

front, it should be that way. If they've got time then for the kids that are doing it 

easy then you can give them some more ... 

Q: So how would you react with the statement that you are the primary educator 

of your child? 

A: Absolutely, absolutely I mean we give. It all .starts from the parents ... but 

we, we can only take that so far. Society puts it's constraints on saying "All 

right, for you to be able to get past this point in life you need to know all this" 

and we can't teach that ... 

Q: What would you see your role then in acknowledging that you didn 't have the 

content knowledge or experience? 

A: Well you don't necessarily have to have, the then going back to what we were 

saying earlier. You're giving that direction, using your mature analytical skills to 

say" Well, what about this or what about that ... have you tried this or this is what 

I think they mean." 

Q: You then feel if you were given support from the school you would help 

you 're child? 

A: Oh, absolutely, absolutely. I don't think that we get anywhere near enough in 

the way of information to know just what sort of level that things should be 

pitched at. It's very difficult at times to be sure what sort oflevel... Well, the 
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experience with Peter is that a lot of his homework is project work which really 

lS 

Q: You don't know whether it's a page or a ten page essay? 

A: Well, that's right and so you've got to follow it up and chase it up and that is 

probably the biggest difficulty that we have. Peter will bring the sheet home and 

it'll have what's happening in the project and this and this and this ... but it's still 

difficult to gauge what sort of level is required and what should have been done 

at school and ... and all that sort of thing and how much has been left over to be 

done at home. 

It's on a day by day, week by week basis that it is difficult to judge exactly what 

is required and it's always difficult too of course to know how much assistance to 

give. 

Q: You'd like the teacher to say, "I'd like you to help this way and we want your 

child to try and do this on their own."? 

A: A lot of times the kids may well have seen an example. Oh right this is how 

it should end up, something like this, we don't see that. 

Q: The model? 

A: We don't see the model and that's where probably our biggest difficulty 

comes in I'd say ... not having done ... been at high school for ... 23, 24 

years .. .it's a long time since I've done that. 

Q: Is this a problem at primary school to a lesser degree? 

A: Well, it's a problem ... well, probably not to a lesser degree just as difficult. 

Q: It gets more frustrating as they gets older? 
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A: It certainly .. .I guess I'm getting off the mathematics a bit here but 

... knowing what sort of ... level that they should be doing for project work and 

that sort of thing that's ... where we mostly have our difficulty simply because 

most of, the homework that comes home is project work. Not for project work 

but ... certainly from high school you don't see much the worksheets to re-enforce 

what they've learnt during that day or that week. There doesn't seem to be very 

much of that. 

Q: Do you think that teachers appreciate what you can contribute in the 

education of your own children? Do you think that they value the parents role? 

A: Certainly some do ... and certainly the ones that we've dealt with realize that 

we've put in an awful lot towards it. Certainly Helen more than me. It's simply 

that she's taken on that role and . .. it's just the way it's happened. 

Q: Do the children go to one or other of you in preference? 

A: Well often they don't come to us anyway. It's a matter of they are sitting 

there doing nothing and Helen or I will say, "What's happening, what are you 

doing, what should you be doing?" Well, the two oldest boys certainly because 

they are the only ones who have really got homework so far but ... they would just 

rather not be doing any of it at all. They have just absolutely no interest what so 

ever. 

Q: How would you feel about that? About them not doing any. How would you 

feel about the school not doing any? 

A: In many ways I would rather that the schools wasn't ... or were giving simple 

re-enforcement type sheets, this is what we have done today , work through this. 

It'll re-enforce what we did today. It seems that mostly primary school is that 

way but certainly at high school, the difficulty that we are having that Peter 

anyway, is he'll have four or five projects and he just simply finds that a daunting 

task. Like I've got five projects to do and he can't focus on any particular one, 
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just spend a couple of days on it, get it done finished out of the way. He's still 

sitting there thinking I've got five projects what do I do .... So we've got to focus 

him onto one of them, break it down to smaller parts and ... that comes back to 

him not having the skills to break it down and I don't know that they go through 

enough at school on how to. Taking the big picture, saying you've got to do a 

project on ... on well, whatever to look at it you know, and say there's this area, 

this area, this area, this area and this area that has to be covered. If I just take this 

area here how can I, and then break that down you know, they don't seem to 

have those skills. Also the difficulty that I have is I don't know how other kids 

are at. Whether they bring it home and their parents do 90 % of it and the kids 

fill in the blank spaces type of thing. I don't have any idea. I do know that from 

our point of view that we want our children to do it all for themselves. We'll 

give them direction, we'll give them incentives, we'll give them all the help that 

we possibly can. We've gone out to buy complete new encyclopedias, CD 

ROM's ... encyclopedias. They get taken to the library ... anything that needs 

photocopying, scanning anything like that ... if they need information from 

embassies or anything. I mean we've done all that and we're quite happy to do 

all of that ... but it just seems that quite often at schools what they are required to 

have to achieve and what is being asked, my kids don't have and I don't know 

what level other kids have. So, what I just do not know is whether ... they're only 

meant to do a superficial amount of this and the parents are expected to do ... the 

rest of it. And if that's the case, that's totally wrong and that's not teaching the 

kids problem solving to fill in the bits that haven't been done by someone else. 

Q: Do you think that teachers should only communicate how they are teaching if 

there is a problem? 

A: No, I mean we need to know how well they are going. I mean, if they are 

getting through enough work just to get through ... If there's ways that we can 

help them more easily through harder work or more work . Yeah that would be 

nice to know. 
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Q: Have you felt because you 're capable in mathematics that you have been able 

to evaluate where your children are at yourself without consulting the teacher? 

A: Probably yes. 

Q: What is mathematics? 

A: I've never given it a thought. It's something you don't consciously use but 

seeps into your unconscious. It about measuring, how long, how far ... 

Q: How do you think children will use mathematics in their lives? 

It will be used in their everyday life, no matter what they pursue. 

Helen 

Q: What were your own experiences of school mathematics? 

A: I was very good at mathematics, enjoyed it immensely. Enjoyed problem 

solving ... had a good time, was told that girls weren't any good at mathematics 

which really ... kind of made me quite angry, seeing that I was the best student in 

the class .... Yeah generally very positive .. very positive experiences, very male 

dominated teaching staff. I can't remember one female mathematics teacher 

from when I had maths as a separate subject, so that would have been year six 

through to year twelve. Every teacher I had was a male .. .ln fact in my high 

school I ended up having most of the teachers twice, once in the junior school 

and once in the senior school.. .I performed very well in mathematics until my last 

year at high school where I just didn't put the work in. 

Q: Why did that happen? 

A: I met my husband. And I did pure and applied maths in my final year and 

enjoyed it immensely, got to college and had to do maths for one year there and it 

was statistics and I hated it and did very poorly. Could not understand statistics 

at all and ... the teaching was abominable. For primary school teaching I could 
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really only remember the last year, my year six. And he ... was a very interesting 

character, but I enjoyed the class immensely and did very well. 

Q: How did you feel about being this achieving girl in mathematics? 

A: Well ... , what he said about girls not being good at maths just made me work 

harder. 

Q: To prove him wrong? 

A: That sheer perversity. No, I never felt intimidated at maths at all but then, I 

was a kind of a singular person. I wasn't popular, I didn't have a lot of girl 

friends and so what people thought about my work, what my peers thought about 

what I was doing didn't ever concern me at all. 

Q: So there was no problem with peer group pressure? 

A: No, well I knew you weren't liked if you got all A's but once you are not 

liked you don't care that much. 

Q: And what about your family? 

A: I can't remember it being made a big fuss about. My brothers were both 

pretty good at mathematics they possibly didn't work quite as hard at it or 

something. But it wasn't considered exceptional or anything really. 

Q: Your parents weren't that involved. They just thought you went along to 

school and worked? 

A: Yeah my parents weren't very involved in my education at all. I can't 

remember them spending a lot of time on me but my mother worked evenings 

and my father was mostly asleep in the evenings. So really what I did at school 

was my own business. They looked at my report cards but I can't ever really 

remember them discussing me much with teachers. Certainly they never 
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discussed maths and me. Probably discussed the way I behaved but not maths 

and me. 

Q: So now what do you think mathematics is for your own children? 

A: I think that all the kids find it interesting ... well, so far the three boys have. 

It's funny that I think that sometimes from Peter's experience in Primary school 

that the teachers always thought he was gifted at mathematics and Peter never felt 

that. And even though he is doing advanced mathematics in high school he 

doesn't see that he really belongs in that class and when I see him working on 

problems I think he's just missing some of the basic skills They seem to be a bit 

lacking. Just to be able to quickly add numbers, do multiplication quickly in 

your head which I learnt by rote and remembered it, he doesn't seem to have had 

that same experience. 

Q: And you see that as a deficit? 

A: I think it makes life harder when you're stuck on the basics which are really 

quite simple If you are trying to understand what you are trying to work out 

rather than being stuc.k on the mechanics of it. 

Q: What about calculators? 

A: He uses the calculator ... something that wasn't available to me when I was at 

school. 

Q: But does he readily choose to use the calculator? 

A: No, only sometimes. 

Q: Or does he struggle. He just doesn't say, have it by his side? 

A: No, but they maybe kind of from me 'cause I was pretty good at that kind of 

mental arithmetic ... now I can remember in year six learning by rote squares and 
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cubes. It was funny you know, I can't remember learning the reason behind them 

I can just remember the tables. And it wasn't until the kids showed me the way 

they learnt squares that when I thought, oh, of course, the square of the number is 

how many units fit in the square of that number. I thought this is ridiculous, I've 

gone through life knowing the square table up to twenty- four or something and 

the cube table up to twelve and never understanding the principle behind it. Just 

never consciously taking that on board and that a cube, of course is a cube. I 

looked at that and then there was something else they did about triangles and I 

thought, it's obvious why didn't I know that? But they still struggle and makes 

simple errors, simple calculation errors which I think is a shame ... because it 

detracts from their showing that they really understand what they are doing. 

And I pick them up for not putting their workings down in their book. I said " 

Show your workings because that is what your teacher should be interested in". 

They don't, they seem to write answers. They don't show how they got there and 

so if you have made a simple calculation error there is not much evidence for 

anybody to go one that you've actually understood what you have been doing. 

Q: Do you think his sense that he doesn 't belong in this class is as a result of a 

general lack of confidence in himself? 

A: Oh yes. He finds it difficult to accept that he is good at something, he almost 

tends to avoid the things that he's really good at. 

Q: And the other two boys? 

A: Kim loves maths. And in every report progress is very pleasing. You know, 

in fact he has been put into the enhanced program this year at primary school. He 

is in a 4/5/6 and he is not there for his reading and his writing. He's there for his 

maths. 

Kim is already showing in year, on the comment that we received last month, that 

he does his patterns very well. He seems to be quite competent with numbers, he 
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works quickly through if he's got anything involving numbers. He works very, 

very quickly through it...and he is already showing a kind of slowness in the 

reading and writing areas so compared with one to the other he seems to be 

picking up the mathematical concepts a lot more than he's picking up other 

things. 

Q: And his general self-perception? 

A:Kim thinks that he's doing well at school so he's happy doing whatever 

they're doing. He's certainly happy with Maths. 

Peter likes particular things in maths ... that they used to do at the primary school. 

They used to do problem solving, kind oflogic problems and he liked doing that. 

His comment from his maths teacher in year six was that, they thought that he 

understood what he was doing but produced so little work that there was no 

concrete evidence to believe that he understood what he was doing. 

Q: He didn't put pen to paper? 

A: No 

Q: But he was able to verbalize and indicate that way? 

A: Well, they got the impression somehow. But not through the usual process of 

examination. 

Q: How confident do you feel talking to teachers about your child or children 's 

performances in mathematics? 

A: I would say that I have never had to ... they've always indicated that they have 

been going along fine and because we've had other worries in other curriculum 

areas, it's just never been a concern. 
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So, I mean, it sounds ridiculous but they just seem to understand the processes 

they are being shown. It was only a few times with Peter that he got homework 

home that he didn't seem to understand the process of doing it that I wondered 

what was happening. But Kim can do all the homework that he's given in maths 

and seems to have the concepts pretty well down. He certainly doesn't ever need 

any assistance with doing computations and even thinking about how you can do 

it. Peter used to sometimes need some guidance on how you could break the 

problem down but it wasn't ever a big issue. 

Q: How do you feel about responses given by teachers when you discussed your 

child's progress in mathematics? 

A: They don't really give you much insight. I guess we're not really 

concentrating on it. But really I think that there is very little information given to 

us as parents as to what they're learning and how they are going to learn it. 

Certainly not encouraged to be partners in the same way as you are with the 

reading process or even assignment work. Perhaps because the kids don't appear 

to have significant problems in the area. I've never been aware of a great deal of 

emphasis being given to maths. But that's probably because we have had 

significant worries with other areas. 

Q: And you've felt comfortable because of your own knowledge of mathematics? 

A: Yes, I always felt that if they really got stuck on something I'd be able to 

help. 

Q: How do you react to the statement that you are the primary educator of your 

children? 

A: Well, I think that when it comes to maths I wouldn't say that was true .... Or 

not overtly ... I'm certainly not consciously trying to teach them mathematical 

concepts but I guess we've provided them with materials at home that encourages 

that kind of thinking too. You know, they have got lots of Lego, and things like 
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that which do have mathematical concepts involved in them you know,just 

naturally. 

Q: What is the ideal role for you in your kids education? 

A: I think I need a little bit more explanation about curriculum in terms that you 

can understand. The one problem I think with parents, where teachers should be 

using parents more, is parents are very good at assessing their children 

themselves. If they know what the child should know, an average child would 

know, and the kind of areas that they are being presented. If you don't have that 

information you are totally unaware of what they've been taught or what they 

should know and you don't know if there are any gaps and so it can come as a bit 

of a shock. You know, before I said Peter brought home some homework sheets 

which had long multiplication in it and he had no idea about which end to start at. 

He was starting to try and process, was it, subtraction. Oh, I've forgotten which 

one, but he was trying to process from the left hand side instead of the right hand 

side across and I said, "You can't do it that way ... you can do it that way if it's 

ten minus seven or twenty minus eleven or that's not a good way to say it, 

twenty four minus eleven you can get away with the processing basically the 

wrong way because all the columns stay all the operations stay with all the 

columns. But you've got a real problem if you start that way don't start with 

within the columns. If you've go to do something about leftover bits and ... So it 

was a bit of a shock and I didn't know whether he'd missed it or whether he 

hadn't been presented with it and this homework was at the wrong level for him. 

So I think that, I think they're missing out on a valuable resource. It's very 

difficult for the teacher to know exactly what's happening in every student's 

head. There are thirty two of them. But parents will have a good idea if they 

know what to expect. If they don't know what to expect you really can't have 

much input. 

Q: What would be an ideal way for that to be communicated to you? 
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A: .. .I think possibly communication at the beginning of each term. The kind of 

areas that are going to be covered that term. I think that once a year is not 

enough because everybody forgets it. Once a year it's too high level, too glib. 

You know, you need it in shorter periods of time or if you started a major new 

topic, area, I know lots of teachers seem to group the study of all their subjects 

about one area. Kim's being doing penguins and so I assume that their 

mathematics has somehow been relating back to penguins and things like that. 

I'm not sure, Kim's been doing flight so I'm not really sure what kind of the 

mathematics he's doing, if it's relating. 

Q: So the communication is insufficient for you to know what really is 

happening? 

A: So it's very difficult for you to give any support to the process or to intervene 

if you think that they are falling behind. That's the most important thing. I think 

what a parent can do is alert a teacher to a difficulty. It's pretty obvious to see 

when someone is doing really well but it can be insidiously difficult to notice 

when someone is not doing what they should be. 

Q: Because you and Peter both work what sort of communication would it be 

useful to you? 

A: As working parents it's very difficult to actually maintain a presence at the 

school. You've really got to take time out of your working day to do it and you 

tend to do it only if there is some kind of crises. It tends to be crises management 

rather than any kind of pro-active thing. I certainly think that kids whose parents 

can maintain lines of communication with the school. .. benefit enormously from 

it but it's not an easy thing to do for working parents. The teachers aren't there 

when you're at home. They're not there for even a very short period before 

work. Most teachers only seem to arrive, after about eight thirty or so and 

they're busy at that time. You can't have a satisfactory interview and in the 

afternoon means your coming away early from your own work. It's not easy to 

manage. 
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Q: What about a phone call at work? 

A: Well, ifthere is a problem then that's appropriate but I think really, you 

know,just to give an outline of what they are doing each term would be very, 

very useful. I mean they send so much paper now. It might give you a little bit 

more preparation if they want the kids to find something out at home. If they 

want them to do something at home it gives you a little bit of warning. Often a 

week is not enough for a working family because if people have commitments at 

night it's very, very difficult to find time to take your child somewhere to get the 

information they want or you've got to plan that participation. You just haven't 

got heaps of time to do it. So you really need advanced warning kind of thing 

and that's a really important part. Giving people enough time to respond. People 

have very busy lives now. And you see, you have just got to have that time. We 

in fact, for other subjects, maintain an extensive reference library so if they come 

in and ask a question out of the blue we can say right, yes, yes here is the answer. 

But if they had to collect something or do something that was associated with 

mathematics, not that we've ever noticed that they have, unless you've got a 

good deal or warning you can't really do much about it. The school actually ran 

some family maths nights a couple of years ago and they were lots of fun but 

they only did it once . . 

Q: Did you find that relevant to the everyday mathematics that was going on. 

Did you get a better idea how they taught mathematics ? 

A: It seemed pretty separate. We took Peter up and was involved in it. He 

didn't seem particularly well prepared for it. He didn't seem to have a lot of the 

basics to attack these new experiences from so when he was looking at the 

problems he was looking at, with Peter it's hard to know whether he was 

concentrating when it was presented but, he didn't seem to know what was going 

on ... There were a lot of interesting activities but they took too long so you 

couldn't move around quickly enough. 
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That would be the other criticism that I'd make. There needed to be smaller 

problems. Some of them were really quite difficult. But, they were more kind of 

puzzles ... more like maths as an entertainment. Which is, there is nothing wrong 

with that but but, . . . 

Q: So you wouldn't have thought that it helped you in understanding everyday 

school mathematics? 

A: No, I don't think so. Certainly didn't, from what I remember, I can just 

remember being stuck on something figuring out the answer. 

Q: Did you and Peter go? 

A: Yes ... they asked both ofus to go. Which, I mean, we enjoyed it but ... when 

you've got three other children it's a mammoth organisational effort on the 

family's part just to get there with the kids let alone anything else. There was 

one teacher who thought family maths was a very important kind of concept but 

it didn't really go on from there. It would have been nice if perhaps in the 

newsletter if .. . they had ... given some family maths problems. 

Q: To get that sense of continuity that it wasn't just a one off thing? 

A: Yes. They have things like the maths Olympiad at the school too but, I think 

that concentrates too much on the able students and not enough on the disabled 

students ifl can put it that way ... People who aren't happy with maths need to be 

encouraged to participate in mathematical things. By selecting the elite, it 

doesn't encourage participation from people that are struggling. I can remember 

from my own school days of"Oh, I'm just not good at maths". It was a shame 

that this was excepted that that should be so. That you know, it was a natural gift 

to you. You either had it bestowed upon you or not and .. . the way you learn to 

think in maths can be applied to everything you can do in your life ... especially in 

working. I mean, the analytical skills and things that you develop thinking about 
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maths. It's something directly applicable to the rest of your life so it's a pity, I 

think, that people lack so much confidence. 

Q: You believe that generally most kids can do mathematics if it's presented in a 

way that ... 

A: They may have computational difficulties about it but I think that there is a 

process that is really important ~d being able to look at problems and think 

about how you would solve that problem was one of the most beneficial things 

about maths. As you get higher in school there's just a joy of realising that 

mathematics relates to the natural world but that's a higher kind of thing. Well 

though, I think it's something that, that is more encouraged in primary schools 

these days. That it's not just about learning your tables and this is how you do 

addition and this is how you do subtraction for the sake of doing them. When 

you see maths related to the natural world it's a very exciting thing. The magical 

things about maths, the enjoyable and delightful things about maths .. .it's a lot of 

fun and kids can have a lot of fun, playing with mathematics From that point of 

view I think every child could enjoy maths as a subject and not feel that "I'm not 

good at it". It depends on what you set "Good at it", as being. Getting the 

precise answer every ti'me is one measure and the other way of actually working 

through problems is another measure of success. If you've been able to work 

through the problem, even if you haven't necessarily got the correct computation 

answer you've made a valuable step in your education. 

Q: What is mathematics? 

Mathematics is a fundamental science. Physics, chemistry and maths are all 

linked and central to the understanding of our world. Includes day to day 

numeracy skills, a tool for seeing our world in abstract form. 

Q: How do you think children will use mathematics in their lives? 
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As part of everyday life, shopping, working out interest rates, tax - that's the 

basic numeracy skills. Other maths, geometry etc. are dependent on occupation. 

Lots of occupations use mathematics like nursing and medicine. My brother and 

father often complain that apprentices in the building industry lack mathematical 

skills. 
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